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Abstract

The development of simple coding and decoding schemes for the Phase Am

biguous Additive White Gaussian Channel is considered in this dissertation. By

phase ambiguous we mean that a narrowband signal transmitted over the Addi

tive White Gaussian ( AWG ) Channel is shifted in phase by a random variable

that remains fixed for the duration of the signal.

When the phase ambiguity is modeled as an uniformly distributed random

variable, the channel is referred to as the Noncoherent Additive White Gaussian

( NAWG ) Channel. When the first stage of the decoder is a phase locked

loop, the phase ambiguity can be modelled by a discrete random variable that

takes values corresponding to the phase angles of the signal set underlying the

constellation used by the encoder. This channel is termed the Acoherent Additive

White Gaussian ( AAW G ) Channel.

Even when the encoder is a finite state machine, the optimum decoder for the

NAWG channel cannot be implemented. We examine a suboptimum decoding

scheme for the NAWG Channel. The primary component of the suboptimum

decoder is a set of p identical decoders for the AWG Channel. When a finite

state machine is used as the encoder, the suboptimum decoders we propose are

implementable,
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We study the performance of our suboptimum decoder in relation to that of

the optimum decoder for the NAWG channel and that of the optimum decoder

for the AWG channel. We show that the suboptimum decoder, for values of p

equal to 4 and 8 performs close to optimum in a variety of situations.

Reliable communication for the AAWG channel is achieved by using rotation

ally invariant (RI) codes. We demonstrate that the decoders used in RI schemes

are suboptimum. We develop a performance measure for our decoder when used

on the AAWG channel. We construct alternative codes, which, when used with

our suboptimum decoders, perform as well and in some cases even better, than

RI codes.

Finally we simulate the performance of the scheme we propose, and demon

strate its reliability for communication over the AAWG and NAWG channels.
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Chapter 1

Introd u c t io n

1.1 Motivation

We investigate the problem of coding for the Phase Ambiguous Additive White

Gaussian Channel in this dissertation. This work is motivated by the need to find

simple methods of modulating a narrowband signal with data and recovering this

data when the channel adds white Gaussian noise and there is a carrier phase

ambiguity at the decoder. We consider two models for the phase shift introduced

by the channel. In the first model the phase shift is a uniformly distributed

random variable over the range [0,21r) which is constant for the duration of the

signals. This channel is then termed the Noncoherent Additive White Gaussian

Channel ( the NAWG channel). In the second model the phase shift is also fixed

for the duration of the signal; it is modelled as an equiprobable discrete random

variable taking values equal to the phase angles of the signal set underlying the
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signal constellation. This latter model is termed the Acoherent Additive White

Gaussian Channel ( the AAWG channel).

Decoding a data modulated narrowband signal transmitted over the AWG

channel in the presence of a phase ambiguity at the receiver is a problem that

has received considerable attention over the last thirty or more years. With the

emergence of successful applications of trellis coded modulation ( TCM ) schemes

to the AWG channel, the problemofreference phase errors on signals transmitted

over the AWG channel has become more important. In TCM schemes over

the AWG channel, ambiguity of the carrier phase can significantly increase the

probability of decoding error. In 4-state coded 8-PSK modulation for example,

it is seen that when the phase offset approaches 22.5 degrees, the signal to noise

ratio ( SNR ) needed to maintain a fixed error event probability grows in an

unbounded manner [6].

In practice, for TCM schemes over the AWG channel, a phase locked loop

( PLL ) is often used prior to Viterbi decoding. In this situation, the distribution

of the phase ambiguity at the decoder is highly peaked at a set of angles corre

sponding to the phase angles of the signal set underlying the constellation used.

Wei [1,2] examines the construction of trellis codes under these conditions and

proposes schemes whereby the codes, termed rotationally invariant codes, can be

made invariant to signal phase shifts corresponding to the rotational symmetries
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of the constellation. For constellations such as an m-PSK set for example, the set

of phase angles mentioned earlier and the rotational invariances of the constel

lation are the same. In general however, this is not true; the set of phase angles

is often larger. Wei develops a set of rules for the construction of rotationally

invariant codes. These codes are used with a differential encoding and decoding

procedure. The set of rules required in Wei's scheme restricts the codes. It is

not always possible to design rotationally invariant codes that match the per

formance of comparable codes for the AWG channel. Further, the performance

matches that of comparable codes for the AWG channel only for phase shifts

that are exactly equal to the angular separations of the signal set underlying the

signalling constellation.

When the phase shift introduced by the channel is taken to be random, the

phase shift has been modeled in various ways in the literature. Macchi and Scharf

[5] for example, examine the problem of phase estimation and data decoding for

random phase channels. They use the model of a Markov sequence for the phase

shift and propose a dynamic programming algorithm for phase estimation and

data decoding. Our model for the phase shift, while considering it as random,

specifies that it is fixed for the duration of the signal. Jackson [7] also uses the

model of a Markov sequence for the phase shift, examining its effects on frequency

modulation techniques.
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The recognized performance measure for signalling over the AWG channel is

the Euclidean free distance of the code used. That this measure is insufficient as

a performance measure for TCM codes on the AAWG channel is demonstrated

by Leib and Pasupathy [2]. They model the carrier phase noise as an integrated

white noise process and consider the effect of reference phase errors, when an

m"a power first order phase locked loop is used for carrier phase tracking. They

demonstrate that in addition to the Euclidean distance, there are eight other

distance type functions characterizing the modulation scheme.

The work of Wei, Leib and Pasupathy all assume that Viterbi decoding is

preceded by a PLL that attempts to track the carrier phase. In our research

we examined a suboptimum decoder that performs well even in the absence of a

PLL. We also studied the behaviour of this suboptimum decoder when a PLL is

used as the first stage of the decoder. Our decoder uses several identical Viterbi

decoders operating in parallel. The decoder proposed by Jackson [7] uses a single

Viterbi decoder whose state space is expanded by the number of quantization

levels of the phase. Every other scheme we are aware of uses a single Viterbi

decoder.

Another model for the phase shift, closely related to the models we examine, is

that of a fixed but unknown quantity. Kam [4] examines the problem of maximum

likelihood estimation of the phase of a general data modulated carrier with this
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model for the phase shift. He proposes a suboptimal receiver implementation

for the estimation of the nonrandom phase shift introduced by the channel. He

shows that the true maximum likelihood estimator cannot be implemented. He

then specializes to limits of high and low signal to noise ratios and develops

implementations of those approximations to the maximum likelihood estimator.

In the absence of a PLL or other phase tracking mechanism at the receiver,

the uniformly distributed random phase model is a reasonable model to assume

for the phase shift. We are unaware of any recent work that considers this model

for the channel. This dissertation attempts to fill this niche, and studies the

problem of reliable communication over this channel.

1.2 Suboptimum decoding

In the case of equal energy signalling, the optimum decoder for the NAWG chan

nel examines the envelopes of the outputs of a set of filters. These filters are

matched to the transmitted signals and the input to the filters is the received

signal. Any transmitted signal corresponding to the largest of these envelopes

is then declared to be the maximum likelihood estimate of the transmitted sig

nal. Even when the encoder is a finite state machine, the implementation of

this optimum decoder cannot be simplified. The problem with implementing

this optimum scheme is that the metric that needs to be computed cannot be
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recursively expressed. Thus it cannot be implemented with a Viterbi decoder.

The suboptimum decoder we use in this dissertation is composed of a set of

identical decoders for the AWG channel. Each decoder has as its input a partic

ular phase shifted version of the channel output. When this set of phase shifts

consists of p angles equally spaced on the circle, we refer to the corresponding

decoder as a p-phase decoder. The appropriate measure for obtaining the max

imum likelihood estimate of the transmitted signal for the AWG channel is the

Euclidean distance between the received signal and the signal transmitted. That

signal corresponding to minimum Euclidean distance, the minimum taken over all

p decoders is then taken as the maximum likelihood estimate of the transmitted

signal.

Our decoding scheme is an alternate solution to Wei's [1,2] solution of the

problem of reference phase errors when signalling over the AWG channel using

TCM signals; he also requires a PLL prior to Viterbi decoding. As we have

discussed earlier, Wei solves the problem by a differential encoding and decoding

procedure, using codes that are rotationally invariant to the rotational symme

tries of the signalling constellation. We demonstrate that it is possible to solve

the same problem by using a p-phase decoder that uses a set of phase shifts iden

tical to the phase angles of the signal set underlying the constellation used. Our

scheme explicitly rejects the finite state machines used in rotationally invariant
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codes as bad machines. We developed a performance measure for our codes and

compared this with the appropriate measure for rotationally invariant codes for

the codes we designed. We showed that it is possible, in certain situations, to

design codes that perform better, in terms of the bit probability of error than

rotationally invariant codes at the same encoder state size, average signal power

and spectral efficiency. In addition we are able to estimate the phase shift of

the channel, this estimate being unavailable in a rotationally invariant coding

scheme.

The price we pay for the reduction in bit probability of error, digital opera

tion, and the ability to estimate the phase, is the added complexity of identical

parallel Viterbi decoders, even though this is offset by the absence of differential

encoders and decoders. We show that in our scheme we can dispose of the PLL by

increasing the number of decoders, p. Thus in terms of complexity the compari

son between our scheme and that of Wei is that between a PLL and differential

encoding / decoding against the use of several identical Viterbi decoders. We

also show that in our scheme the particular association of input data bits to out

put signals is far less constrained than in rotationally invariant schemes. Thus

our encoders can always be realized by linear encoders. Rotationally invariant

schemes on the other hand often require nonlinear realizations [2]. We can also

use our suboptimum decoder with RI codes, disposing with the PLL and setting
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the angles used by our decoder to p equal angles within the smallest non zero

angle of invariance for the RI code. The differential encoding and decoding is

retained, giving us what is effectively a p2 phase decoder.

When the encoder is a finite state machine, and we consider signalling over

the NAWG channel, the decoding complexity of our scheme is much less than

that of the optimum decoder. Our decoder has a complexity marginally greater

than p decoders for the AWG channel; in this case p Viterbi decoders. Given

that the encoder has made n state transitions from a known start state, and

that its state size is 151, our decoder needs to remember 151 paths of length n

and needs to choose between pi 5 I paths. The optimum decoder on the other

hand needs to remember 15 In paths of length n and needs to choose between

15 In paths. The optimum decoder needs to make approximately 1512 computa

tions. Our decoder needs to make the same number of computations for each

of its phases. The computational complexity remains fixed in both schemes, the

complexity of the p phase scheme being p times the complexity of the optimum

decoder. The requirements on memory and selection differ exponentially. The

optimum decoder has a complexity that grows approximately exponentially with

sequence length, whereas our decoder has a complexity that grows linearly. The

reason for the greatly reduced complexity of our scheme is that when a finite

state machine ( FSM ) encoder is used, the metric we need to compute can
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be recursively expressed. The optimum decoder cannot express the metric it

computes recursively.

When the phase shift of the channel is considered as a fixed but unknown

quantity, our decoding scheme is an approximation to the true maximum likeli

hood estimator. The maximum likelihood estimator in this case is a continuum

of decoders for the AWG channel, each of which assumes a different value for

the phase shift of the channel. These phase shifts form a continuum of values

in [0,2'11"). Our decoder takes this continuum and quantizes it to p values on the

circle.

Our decoder can be viewed as simultaneously forming maximum likelihood

estimates of both the phase shift of the channel and the message transmitted.

That phase shift corresponding to the decoder whose metric is minimum would

be declared to be the estimate of the phase shift of the channel. The message

corresponding to this metric is the estimate of the message. This estimation is

complete only when the entire noisy signal has been received and processed. As

such our scheme is a noncausal estimator as opposed to other schemes, such as

phase locked loops for instance, where the estimation is causal.
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1.3 The objectives of this dissertation

The main objective of this dissertation is to examine the construction of simple

TCM schemes for the NAWG channel. The performance, as measured in terms

of bit probability of error, should approximate that of the best trellis codes for

the AWG channel using the optimum decoder for that channel, at the same

encoder state size, average signal power and spectral efficiency. The second

objective, which is needed in realizing the first, is to study the general problem

of modulation coding for the NAWG channel.

We will attempt to determine a suitable value of the number of identical

decoders, p, for use in our suboptimum scheme. In doing this we initially view

our scheme in the framework of block coded modulation. The performance of

our p phase decoder will be compared to that of the optimum decoder for the

NAWG channel and the optimum decoder for the AWG channel in the case of

equal energy signals. Binary signalling probabilities of error, bounds on these

probabilities and random coding bounds on the probability of error are compared.

We will attempt to develop a lower bound on the binary signalling probability of

error that depends on p and the complex correlation of the signals. Orthogonal

signalling over the NAWG channel using the optimum decoder and using our p

phase decoders is compared. These results will then be compared with signalling
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over the AWG channel with optimum decoding. We attempt to determine the

value or values of p needed to match the performance of the optimum decoder

for the NAWG channel. Random coding for our decoding scheme is examined,

the objective being to obtain bounds that are of the form of the random coding

bound for memoryless channels.

We then search for TCM codes that perform well with our decoder over the

NAWG channel. We look for performance measures for these codes. The codes

we obtain will then be compared with the best comparable rotationally invariant

codes and codes for the AWG channel.

Finally we will simulate the performance of the codes we have found, ex

amining whether the p phase scheme, using appropriate codes is reliable for

communication over the NAWG and AAWG channels.

1.4 Dissertation outline

In the previous section we have indicated both the objectives of this dissertation

and our general approach to achieving these objectives. In this section we give a

more detailed outline of the dissertation.

In Chapter 2 the parameters of the encoders used in this dissertation are

defined. We also briefly examine optimum decoding for the AWG channel.

In Chapter 3 we define the parameters of the NAWG and AAWG channels.
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The optimum decoders for these channels are derived and our suboptimum de

coding scheme is introduced.

In Chapter 4 we obtain expressions for the probability of error when sig

nalling over the NAWG channel using optimum decoding. Expressions for the

binary signalling probability of error using equal energy signals and a bound on

this probability are obtained. We then obtain a bound on the binary signalling

probability of error for unequal energy signalling. Next an expression for the

probability of error for equal energy envelope orthogonal signals is derived. In

section 4.3 random coding is examined. Random coding bounds for equal energy

signals are then developed. This is done for the cases of signals with purely real

complex correlation and signals with complex correlation. Random coding with

unequal energy signals is examined next. We develop a bound on the expected

probability of error similar in form to the bounds for memoryless channels.

In Chapter 5 we derive expressions for the probability of error when signalling

over the NAWG channel using our suboptimum decoder. An expression for

the binary signalling probability of error for equal energy signals is obtained.

This expression is simplified for the 4-phase decoder. We then derive a bound

on the probability of error for equal energy signalling. Unequal energy signals

are considered next, where expressions for the exact probability of error and a

bound on this probability of error are derived. Next we obtain an expression

12



for the probability of error for envelope orthogonal equal energy signalling. This

expression is simplified for the 4-phase decoder. A lower bound on the probability

of error for p-phase decoding on the NAWG channel is derived next. Finally we

examine random coding and derive bounds for both equal energy and unequal

energy signals, using the same constellations as in Chapter 4. These bounds have

forms similar to bounds for memoryless channels and show a dependence on the

number of phases in the decoder, p,

In Chapter 6 we examine coding for the NAWG and AAWG channels. De

coders for the AAW G channel are discussed. A performance measure for the p

phase decoder when used on the AAWG channel is obtained. It is shown that

the decoders in use for the AAWG channel are suboptimum. The construction

of rotationally invariant codes ( RI codes ) is examined briefly. We then intro

duce the new codes we propose for the AAWG and NAWG channels. A number

of encoders for these channels are considered, and the performance measure is

compared with that for RI codes under similar constraints of spectral efficiency,

average signal power and encoder state size.

In Chapter 7 we present the results of computations based on the expres

sions derived in chapters 4 and 5. The results of simulating the performance of

some of the encoders developed in Chapter 6 are presented. Binary signalling

probabilities of error are plotted as a function of the complex correlation. The

13



probability of error for envelope orthogonal signalling is plotted as a function of

the signal to noise ratio and the number of phases in our decoder. We then plot

the bound on the expected probability of error for random coding using signals

with complex correlation and optimum decoding. In each case the correspond

ing bound for the AWG channel with optimum decoding is also plotted. We

tabulate the variation of the bound on the expected probability of error with

signal to noise ratio for random coding with equal energy signals for the cases

of optimum decoding, 4-phase decoding and 8-phase decoding. The same proce

dure is followed for unequal energy signalling. Next the results of simulating the

performance of our decoding scheme are presented. The performance of two of

the encoders described in Chapter 6 is simulated for various phase shifts of the

channel. When these phase shifts correspond to the phase angles of the signal set

underlying the constellation, this simulations correspond to the AAWG channel.

In general, the simulations correspond to the NAWG channel. We also simulate

the performance of comparable RI codes and codes for the AWG channel.

Finally in Chapter 8 we examine the implications of this dissertation and

indicate areas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Communicating over the
Additive White Gaussian

Channel

2.1 System model

The model we consider for signalling over the channel consists of a memoryless

source, an encoder, the channel and a decoder. The source emits a sequence of

statistically independent binary digits that are equiprobably 0 or 1. These digits

are emitted at the rate of one every L seconds. Let M be our representation

for this random sequence. The encoder organizes the input sequence Minto

packets of size nb bits. Each packet is then mapped according to some rule to a

narrowband signal of duration nbL drawn from a fixed constellation of dimension

2d containing ICI points. The narrowband signal XM(t) that M is mapped to

is formed by using time translates of the constellation signals. Our definition of

15



the bandwidth will be the dimensionality of the constellation divided by twice

the duration of the constellation. Thus B = d/(nbL).

Quite often the encoder we consider will be a time invariant finite state rna-

chine. In this case the signal output at any state and the next state are deter-

mined by the present state and the most recent bit packet.

The sequence that M represents is infinite in length; in general we will con-

sider an infinite sequence of source bits. At times we will have occasion to

consider truncated messages of finite length. We will refer to this as the block

coding model for the system. In referring to the block coding model of the sys-

tem we will also at times consider an encoder that uses the same constellation

to generate its signals but whose input M is drawn from a set of messages M of

size IMI.

The narrowband signal XM(t) that M is mapped to can be written as

00

XM(t) = L x M,k(t - k[nbL ]) ,
k=-oo

where each x M,k(t) is drawn from the fixed constellation of signals

(2.1)

Ic I, the size of the constellation is the number of distinct constellation signals.

16



(2.3)

Anyone of the constellation signals can be expressed as

d

C'(t) = ~)cilV2cos271"wct + s"V2sin271"wct)p(t -lL') . (2.2)
1=1

Here c" and 8" are real numbers and wc/271" is a fixed carrier frequency that is

much larger than the bandwidth B of the constellation. p(t) is a unit energy

pulse of width L' = (Ln,,)/d.

The constellation signal c'(t) can be represented by an equivalent complex

vector c' given by

(~:~ ~ ~::~ )C' = . .
C,d + .JS'd

We will denote by C the set of complex vectors forming the constellation.The

complex vector representing the signal x M(t) is then

XM,l

XM.2

(2.4)
XM,1c

where XM1c E C and,

XM,1c =

17
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The channel adds narrowband Gaussian noise N(t) of fixed power spectral density

No/2 in a band that contains the bandwidth occupied by the signal. The noise

is statistically independent of the message.

The decoder receives the channel output Y(t), the sum of x M(t) and N(t),

as its input and estimates the message as M.

As indicated in Chapter 1, our objective is to compare encoding schemes using

a finite state machine and our P phase decoder to the best known schemes for

the AWG channel that use the same encoder state size, average signal power and

spectral efficiency. We fix the energy in each constellation signal to be the same.

If we denote the average signal power by Palill we then have the energy in each

constellation signal as a constant given by

(2.6)

The spectral efficiency fJ is the source rate, 1/L, divided by the bandwidth,

B = d/(nbL). Thus fJ = nb/d. Comparisons will hence be made over a range of

Pallll' fJ , lei and encoder state size.
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2.2

2.2.1

Optimum decoding

The vector channel

Consider the projections Yci and Yri of the received waveform Y(t) on the or

thonormal functions y'2cos(211"wct)p(t - iL') and y'2sin(211"wct)p(t - iL'). The set

of such functions as i varies form an orthonormal set of functions. Let Y be a

complex vector whose i t h component is Yci +J Y. i • We notice that the projections

of the encoder waveform x M(t) on this set for a given i are CiM and siM. We can

then write

Y =xM+N , (2.7)

where N is a complex vector formed by the projections Nci and Nri of N(t) on

the same set of orthonormal functions. The real and imaginary parts of each

component of N are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random

variables with zero mean and variance No/2. Equation 2.7 defines the vector

channel. A block diagram of this channel is shown on the following page.
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N

source M
encoder decoder

Figure 2.1

The AWG channel model

2.2.2 The optimum decoder

We first show that the optimum decoder can base its estimate on the received

complex vector Y instead of the entire received waveform Y(t) without loss.

Given Y a decoder can form the waveform Y;.(t) where

00

Y;.(t) = L (YciV2cos21l"wct + Y.riV2sin21l"wct)p(t - iL') .
i=-oo

What the decoder loses in using using Y instead of Y(t) is the difference

Y(t) - Y;.(t) given by Nu(t) where

00

Nu(t) = N(t) - E (NciV2cos21l"wct + N.riJ2sin21l"wct)p(t - iL') .
i=-oo

Now consider Nu(t) and N. Let l:!..u be any vector of time samples of Nu(t).

Then l:!..u is statistically independent of N. To show this we notice that N..u and

N are both Gaussian vectors, have zero mean and that they are uncorrelated.

We have
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E[Nu{t)Nc:i1 =

E [Nc:i (N{t) - itoo(Nc:iV2cos27rwct + NriV2sin27rwct)p{t - iL'))1
= (No/2) V2cos27rwctp{t - iL') - (No/2) V2cos27rwctp{t - iL') =0 .

We can now apply the Theorem of Irrelevance [8] to observe that Nu{t) is irrel-

evant.

The optimum decoder minimizes the probability of error. Since the messages

are equiprobable, the decoder, given Y = y, can examine the conditional density

function, PY/M{y/m), and set M = mwhere mmaximizes this density function.

From equation 2.7 this conditional density function is the same as the density

function of N centered at X m • Hence the optimum decoder can compute the

quantity 13m given by

and set M = m where

13m = Iy - xml ,

13m = Min 13m.

(2.8)

Equation 2.8 is the familiar Euclidean distance computation for Additive White

Gaussian channels. The vector Y can be derived from Y{t) by quadrature de

modulation and integration over time slots of duration L' = nbL/d.
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2.3 Trellis coded modulation

2.3.1 Introduction

Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) has evolved over the past decade as a com

bined coding and modulation technique for digital transmission over band lim

ited channels. TCM schemes are generated using an encoder which is a Finite

State Machine (FSM). This encoder structure allows optimal decoding of the

channel output to be performed using a Viterbi decoder. TCM schemes allow

the achievement of significant coding gains over conventional uncoded multilevel

modulation without loss in spectral efficiency.

2.3.2 Model

As indicated in the introduction TCM schemes can be viewed as being imple

mented using an FSM for the encoder. The FSM can be described with reference

to the model shown on the following page.
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SIc ~

~ 0 XM,"

Figure 2.2

The Finite State Machine model

M" is the nb bit piece of the random message M at time instant k. The

actual time between these instants is nbL as specified in section 2.1. SIc is the

state of the FSM at time k. a and 0 are time invariant functions of M" and

SIc with outputs S,,+! and x M," respectively. The set of states {} is finite and of

size 101. The output at time k, XM," , takes values from a fixed constellation C

as in section 2.1.

A commonly used representation of the machine is the trellis diagram of the

machine. In these diagrams the state of the machine is indicated on a vertical

axis while the progression of time is marked horizontally, in our model in units of
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time equal to nbL. The possible state transitions are then shown as connecting

lines between successive states and these transitions are marked to indicate input

and output.

2.3.3 The optimum decoder

When the encoder is a finite state machine the determination of M simplifies.

The decoder is then a Viterbi decoder. In what follows we briefly describe the

decoding process.

Let us consider a finite message starting at discrete time 0 and continuing

to time f. Let yet}, t2) be the channel output corresponding to the (random)

message from time tl to time t2, denoted by M(tl,t2). Let Yk be the channel

output at time k , MI:(Si' SIa) the message segment at time k for which the

corresponding signal output by the encoder on a valid state transition starting

at state Si and ending at state Sia has minimum Euclidean distance from Y 1:. We

observe that the metric f3M(O.I:+1) can be written

f3M(O,I:+1) = f3M(O.I:) + f3M(I:,Hl) •

Let M(k,sz) be the estimate of the message from time 0 to time k such that the

encoder state at time k is si. We can then write
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={3A A +{3A A ,
M(k, S(Si)) Mk(s(Si)' Si)

where S(Si) is the state that minimizes the right hand side of equation 2.3.1. The

estimate of the message leading the encoder to state Si at time k + 1 is then

the concatenation of the estimates of the message segments. At each time k the

decoder maintains the estimate of the message to every state s" M(k, S,), and

the corresponding metric for that state, {3M(k,s,)"

Finally at time f the decoder determines that state whose message estimate

corresponds to a minimum metric. The final message estimate, M, is then the

message estimate of this state.
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Chapter 3

The Phase Ambiguous Additive
White Gaussian Channel

3.1 Channel models

3.1.1 Introduction

In the presence of a lack of synchronism between the transmitter and receiver

when signalling over the AWG channel using narrowband signals, there is often

an ambiguity in the carrier phase at the decoder. This is sometimes modeled as

an unknown quantity fixed for the signal duration. It may also be modeled as an

independent, uniformly distributed random variable that remains fixed for the

duration of the signal. The channel obtained in the latter case is termed the Non

coherent Additive White Gaussian (NAWG) Channel. When the phase changes

with time or when interleaving of the message is performed the channel is some-

times modeled by the Incoherent Additive White Gaussian (IAWG) Channel. In
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this case the phase shift, when viewed over time slots that are sufficiently apart

takes the form of a sequence of independent, uniformly distributed random vari

ables. When the transmitted signal is generated using a fixed constellation with

a phase locked loop (PLL) being used as the first element of the decoder, another

model of interest to us can be formulated. This is the Acoherent Additive White

Gaussian (AAWG) Channel. Here the phase shift is a discrete random variable

that is fixed in time. It takes equiprobable values that correspond to the phase

angles of the signal set underlying the signal constellation.

3.1.2 The AAWG channel

The model we consider for this channel is identical to that for the AWG channel

using narrowband signals (2.1) except for the shift in the signal phase introduced

by the channel. The channel shifts the phase of the signal XM(t) by a discrete

random variable ~ . ~ is independent of the message M and and the narrowband

Gaussian noise N(t) and takes values that are the phase angles of the signal set

(usually an mPSK set ) underlying the signal constellation used by the encoder.

This channel model can be justified only when the encoder uses signals that are

time translates of signals from a fixed constellation and when the first stage

of the decoder is a PLL. The PLL is assumed to lock onto one of the possible

phases of the constellation with zero error and with equal probability. It is this
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assumption that leads to the distribution of () used in the model. Let the number

of phase angles of the signal set underlying the constellation X be I\ItI. Then ()

has the probability mass function

II ()(4» - 1/1\It1,

where

Considering the projections of the phase shifted signal, the noise and the received

waveform on the same set of orthogonal waveforms considered for the AWG

channel in section 2.1, we observe that the corresponding complex vector channel

is then identical to Fig. 2.1 except for the insertion of a multiplicative block,

multiplying XM by e'(). The block diagram for this channel is then as shown

below:

N

source M
encoder ~ decoder ~

Figure 3.1

The NAWG channel model
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Y ,the complex vector received at the decoder is given by

Y =xMe'~ +N, (3.1)

where N is the complex vector formed by the projections of N(t) on the set of

orthonormal functions mentioned earlier. As in section 2.1 The real and imagi

nary parts of each component of N are independent and identically distributed

Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance No/2.

3.1.3 The NAWG channel

The model we consider for this channel is identical to that for the AAWG channel

of section 3.1.2 except for the distribution of the phase shift introduced by the

channel. The channel shifts the phase of the signal XM(t) by a random variable

~ that is uniformly distributed over [0,211'") radians. This phase shift is inde

pendent of the message and the Gaussian noise and is fixed for the duration of

the signal. This model can be justified by considering that the phase shift is

derived from the product of the angular frequency and a delay that is uniformly

distributed over some span of time. The angular frequency We is very large and

hence the phase shift is uniformly distributed in [0,211'"). Considering the pro

jections of the phase shifted signal, the noise and the received waveform on the

same set of orthogonal waveforms considered for the AWG channel, we observe

that the corresponding complex vector channel is then identical to Fig. 3.1.2.
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Hence equation 3.1 describes this channel as well; the only difference being the

distribution of ~.

3.2 Optimum decoding

3.2.1 The optimum decoder for the AAWG channel

We first show that the optimum decoder can base its estimate on the received

complex vector Y instead of the entire received waveform Y(t) without loss.

Given Y a decoder can form the waveform Yr(t), where

00

Yr(t) = L: (YciV2coswct + Y"V2sinwct)p(t - iL') .
i=-oo

What the decoder loses in using Y instead of Y(t) is the difference Y(t)

Yr(t). As in section 2.1.2 this is equal to Nu(t) where

00

Nu(t} = L: (NciV2coswct + N'iV2sinwct)p(t - iL') .
i=-oo

Let N...u be any vector of time samples of Nu(t). Then exactly as in section

2.1.2l:lu is statistically independent of N.

The decoder given Y and Nu(t) has all it needs to reconstruct the waveform

Y(t). Since the source messages are equiprobable, the optimum decoder can

examine

and set M = mwhere mmaximizes this density function.
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We now show that l:u = N.u is irrelevant. Conditioning on ~ we can write

Since N and N..u are statistically independent equation 3.2. can be written

From equation 3.3 we see that N.u is irrelevant to the optimum decoder. The

optimum decoder for the AAWG channel, given Y = y sets AI = tn, where

Since the the density function for N is known the rule for the optimum decoder

may be written

where the expectation is over ~.

3.2.2 The optimum decoder for the NAWG channel

We have already observed that the description of the NAWG channel is identical

to the description of the AAWG channel except for the difference in the distribu-

tion of the phase shift. For the AAWG channel this is a discrete random variable
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whereas for the NAWG channel it is continuous and uniformly distributed over

[0,211') radians.

Equation 3.5 gives the form for the optimum decoder. We use the fact that

p~(</» = 1/211' j </> £[0,211') and the known distribution of PN(n) to rewrite equa-

tion 3.5. Given Y = y the optimum decoder sets M = mwhere

(3.6)

We can integrate and expand the terms in equation 3.6 to observe that the

optimum decoder can examine

(3.7)

where io ( the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the first kind) is given by

io{a) = (1/V21r) fo27re - [ccose d</> • (3.8)

In the case of equal energy signals the first term in equation 3.7 is independent

of m. Since io{a) is a monotonically increasing function of a, the optimum

decoder, given Y = yexamines Iy *txml for all m and sets M = mwhere

(3.9)
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3.3

3.3.1

Suboptimum decoding

Introduction

As we indicated in the introduction [ section 1.2 I the optimum decoder for the

NAWG channel cannot be implemented. We hence propose a suboptimum de

coding scheme for this channel. The suboptimum scheme we propose is composed

of a set of decoders for the AWG channel. Each of the decoders in a given set

assumes a different value for the phase shift introduced on the signal XM(t) prior

to transmission over the AWG channel. When this set of angles, r, consists of

p angles equally spaced on the circle we will refer to the corresponding decoder

as a p phase decoder. The appropriate measure for obtaining the maximum

likelihood estimate of the transmitted signal was derived in Chapter 2. This is

the Euclidean distance between the received signal and the signal transmitted.

A particular decoder in r assumes that the transmitted signal was phase shifted

by the angle defined for this decoder prior to transmission over an AWG chan

nel. That signal corresponding to minimum Euclidean distance, the minimum

taken over all decoders, is then taken as the maximum likelihood estimate of the

transmitted signal.

When p = I~I our decoder is the maximum likelihood estimator of the

message and phase for the AAWG channel. For the NAWG channel our decoder
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is an approximation to the true maximum likelihood estimator - for which the

set r would have to be continuous. As we will show in section 3.3.2 the operation

of our decoder can also be viewed as first phase shifting the channel output by

the same set of angles and then using p identical decoders in parallel to estimate

the transmitted signal.

3.3.2 The p-phase decoder

The operation of the p phase decoder may be viewed in terms of the complex

vector notation we have developed. Given Y = y the decoder searches -for that

message mand that angle ~ so that the Euclidean distance between xme
3 r/1 and y

is minimized. That message m is then declared to be the estimate of the message

transmitted. We thus have

Iy - x&e'~1 - min I y - x me
3r/1 1 .r/I,m

This may also be written as

Iy - Xme3~1 - min I ye3r/1 - xml • (3.10)
r/I,m

The actual p-phase decoder passes the channel output through a set of filters

matched to phase shifted versions of the input signals xm(t). When xm(t) is

generated using a time invariant finite state machine such as in the model we

developed in Chapter 2, the suboptimum decoder can be simplified. Quadrature
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demodulation of the channel output Y(t) is performed and the outputs are inte

grated over time slots of length n"L/d, as in section 2.1.2., forming a sequence

of pairs of numbers. Each of these pairs of numbers is fed to a device Rp that

performs a rotation of these numbers, viewed as coordinates in a two dimensional

space, forming another pair of numbers (this approach to realizing the decoder

being justified by equation 3.10). p such rotations are performed in parallel; the

angles of rotation being equal to the angles of the set r. p pairs are thus formed

in each time slot. These p pairs are then fed in parallel to p identical Viterbi

decoders, one pair going to each decoder. The I'll. Viterbi decoder computes a

metric f3' and derives a corresponding message estimate £I' as in section 2.2.3.

The message estimate Mue is then selected as the message estimate £I of the

p-phase decoder if f3 e. ' is the smallest among f31, f32 , ••• , f3P. A block diagram of

the decoder is shown on the following page.
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Chapter 4

Probability of error for the

N A W G channel using o p t im urn

decoding

4.1 Binary signalling probability of error

4.1.1 Equal energy signals

Exact probability of error

Consider a binary signalling scheme with signals of finite duration having the

complex vector representations Xl and X2 corresponding to the messages 1 and

2. Then by using total probability one may write the binary signalling probability

of error as

(4.1)

where 7ri is the a priori probability of message i and Pe/ i is the conditional

probability of error, given that the message i was emitted by the source.
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By using the optimum detector [ equation 3.9 1we can write

(4.2)

By expressing the channel output as the sum of the Gaussian noise and the

phase shifted signal one can write

where the statistics of ~ and N are specified in Chapter 3 for the NAWG channel.

We now modify equation 4.3 to a form that allows us to deal with zero mean,

unit variance Gaussian variables. To do this we define the unit energy complex•

vectors CPl, CP2 and the normalized complex correlation p of the signal vectors Xl

CPI = xI/lxII,

CP2 = X2/IX21 ,

p
(XI·tX2)

- (IXl llx21) .

We note that the normalized complex correlation depends on the order in which

the complex vectors are taken:
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We can express rp2 in terms of rpl and another unit energy complex vector

rpu which is orthogonal to rpl as follows:

rp2 = Prpl + J1 - p2cpu

Here p is expressed in polar form as

p _ pe's j p > 0

(4.4)

Now the expression for the conditional probability of error can be written as

Now define the random variables

- 1M - e'~N·t,r>
1 - JNo/2 ,..1,

and

The random variables £11 and Mu are a pair of statistically independent

complex Gaussian random variables such that their real and imaginary parts are

statistically independent, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables.
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We also note [result 1] that IMil ;i = 1, U are Rayleigh distributed with mean

If·
Since the signals are of equal energy, IXII - Ix:l. Define the signal to noise

ratio a by

a= (4.6)

We notice that a 2 is then equal to twice the energy of the signal XI(t) divided

by No. The conditional probability of error can now be written in terms of the

complex random variables Mi and the constants p and a as

We can observe from equation 4.7 that the expression for the conditional

probability is independent of the message; it depends only on the magnitude of

the normalized complex correlation and the signal to noise ratio. Hence equation

4.7 gives the binary signalling probability of error. By conditioning this equation

on M1 ( that is on the real and imaginary parts of M1 ) and by using [Result 4]

one can write
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where the expectation is over MI.

Bound on the probability of error

We now use the triangle inequality

in equation 4.7, to write an upper bound on the probability of error as

p". :5 Pr {\I'I ~ p210: + Mil

:5 IMul + I\1'1~ p2(0: + Mill} .
We can now factor out 10: + Md. This allows us to write:

(4.8)

By conditioning this result on rMII and by using the fact that IMul is Rayleigh

distributed with mean p.J7r/2 [ result 4 ] we can now express this as:

(4.9)

where the expectation is over MI. This can then be reduced using [result 3] to:
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4.1.2 Unequal energy signals using the optimum decoder
for equal energy signals

By using total probability the binary signalling probability of error, Pbs, for

unequal energy signals one can write

in a similar manner to section 4.1.1. where P e/ i is the conditional probability

that the optimum decoder makes an error given that the message transmitted

was i, The conditional probability of error Pe/ 1 can be expressed as

The above expression, while being exact, does not simplify easily. We next

bound the probability of error by using a suboptimum decoding procedure: the

optimum decoder for equal energy signals, even though the signal energies are

not equal. We now use the same approach we used in the previous section to

express the above equation in terms of complex Gaussian random variables whose

real and imaginary parts form a set of lID zero mean, unit variance Gaussian

random variables. We then have
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where Mh Mu and p have the same definitions as in section 4.1.1. By using

the triangle inequality as in the previous section we further bound Pel!:

(4.11)

where we have used the unit step function u(t) defined to be equal to 1 for

positive arguments and 0 elsewhere. We can now write our expression for the

conditional probability of error as

(4.12)

which can then be reduced in a manner identical to our derivation of a bound on

the binary signalling probability of error for equal energy signals [ equation 4.9]

to give us

(4.13)
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4.2 Probability of error for equal energy enve
lope orthogonal signals

Consider a set of different sequences emitted by the source forming a set .M

containing 1MI messages. We now examine the probability of error when these

messages are mapped by the encoder to a set of 1MIenvelope orthogonal signals.

This is a set for which the energy in every signal is the same and the complex

correlation between every pair of signals is zero. By using total probability we

can express the probability of error, Pe , of the optimum decoder as

I.MI
P, - L Pe/i1ri ,

i=l

where Pe/i is the conditional probability of error of the optimum decoder given

that the i t h message was emitted by the source and 1ri is the a priori probability

that the source emits this message. For our model 1ri is constant and equal to

I/IMI. When the message is 1 the optimum decoder, given Y makes an error if

the magnitude of the complex correlation between Y and Xl is less than or equal

to the magnitude of the complex correlation between Y and one or more of the

signals corresponding to messages other than 1 ( this is a direct consequence of

equation 3.9 ). Thus we can write
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The probability of the union of events in this expression can be equivalently

described by

this holds true since both expressions describe the same event.

We can now write the output of the channel as the sum of the phase shifted

signal and the Gaussian noise, replacing Y by (N + xle3~) giving

where the statistics of N and ~ are the same as in previous sections. We notice

from the symmetrical nature of the signals with respect to each other that the

conditional probability of error is the same for every message. Hence by total

probability this is the probability of error. By following the approach we have

taken earlier to write out probabilities in terms of zero mean, unit variance lID

Gaussian random variables [ section 4.1.1 1we can then write

where

IXiIcr.-
JNo/2 '
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and

i = 1,2, ... , IMI

in which the unit energy complex vector /Pi is defined by

Xi
tpi -- IXiI·

The complex Gaussian random variables Mi are statistically independent of

each other. Each component of each Mi is a statistically independent zero mean,

unit variance Gaussian random variable. Since the magnitude of the product of

two complex numbers is the product of the magnitudes, we can multiply the right

hand side within braces by e'~ ( whose magnitude is unity ) and then rewrite

equation 4.15 as

(4.15)

However the components of Mle-'~ are distributed in an identical manner to

the components of M1 ( independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean

and unit variance) and are similarly independent of Mi i i =f 1 . Thus equation

4.16 can be expressed as

(4.16)
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We now write this in terms of the probability of the complementary event as

By conditioning this expression on Ml and describing the event that the

maximum of a set is less than some number by the event that each member is

less than the same number we can write

where the expectation is over Ml . This then allows us to express the above in

terms of the probability of independent events in the following manner:

(4.17)

Since the distribution of IMiI is Rayleigh with mean If [Result 11, we can

express equation 4.18 in a manner similar to equation 4.9 as

[(
(~)) I.M I- l]

P
e

= 1 - E 1 _ e - a+~l •

We can now reduce this using [result 3] to

P
e

= I~l ( IMI-l ) (_I)A:+l e - 2(f:l) ,
1:=1 k k + 1
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and then express this as

IMI-l _ (a2
) (_ (a2

) )Pe = e 4 -0 e S
2

(4.19)

We note that if we used a union bound on the probability of error we would

have

IMI-l _ (~2)
Pe :5 2 e .

4.3 Random coding

4.3.1 Introduction

(4.20)

We develop the general random coding argument in a manner that is suitable for

the communication schemes that we are examining. We use random coding to

demonstrate the existence of coding schemes whose probability of error is small.

We will be more specific in describing what we mean by this further on in our

discussion. Consider an ensemble of code books B. Let the probability with

which a particular code book is selected for communicating over the channel be

defined by

where IIX (~) is a fixed probability mass function defined on a vector ~ of size

IMIof complex vectors X. IMI is the number of distinct messages. The argument
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~b in this expression is the vector of complex vectors used as the words (signals)

of book b.

The expected probability of error over an ensemble of communication systems,

each of which uses a different book from the ensemble of code books, can be

written using total probability as

Pe = E ITs (b)Pe/ b ,
b€S

in which Ptl / b is the probability of error when book b is used. Now if the expected

probability of error over the ensemble of systems is small, the probability of error

of the best system ( that is the system whose probability of error is smallest)

is even smaller. We use random coding to show that the expected probability

of error over the ensemble is small. Assume that it is possible to bound the

probability of error when book b is used by a function f of the words (ie the

signals or code vectors or in our case the complex vectors) of that book:

The expected probability of error over the ensemble of coding schemes can

then be bounded as follows:

Fe = E ITs (b)Pe/ b :5 E n, (b) f(~b)
b€S
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Now we can write the above expression as an expectation over ~ giving

(4.21)

We will further specify the probability mass function of ~ by specifying that

the complex vectors forming ~ are selected independent and identically dis-

tributed (lID) from another probability mass function IIx(x). This gives

loMl

TIX(~) = II IIx(xI) .
1=1

We will realize this by using a fixed distribution for the constellation signals.

The random coding schemes we examine will be based on two dimensional con-

stellations. Often the components of the complex vectors (the real and imaginary

parts of the complex numbers forming the complex vector) will themselves be

selected lID from some probability mass function (or density function). We will

use this type of distribution for unequal energy signals. In other cases we will

express the complex number in polar form and allow the phase to be lID while

fixing the amplitude to be constant.

In every situation we examine the function f(.) will be obtained from a union

bound on the probability of error; the union being over binary signalling prob-

abilities of error. Let Pe/b,i denote the probability of error when book b is used

given that the message was i. Also let g(Xbi,Xbk) be a bound on the binary sig-
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nalling probability of error for the messages i and k given that the message was

i, and let the a priori probability of message i be 7I"i. Then we obtain the function

f (.) in the following manner:

Pel" = E 7I"i Pe/",i
i

< E E 7I"i g(Xbi,XUJ = f(?f,,) •
i l:T!i

Whenever the signals are selected lID it then follows that we can write

where Xl and X 2 are lID. Thus our approach to random coding is based on

developing a bound on the the binary signalling probability of error, selecting a

probability distribution for the signals and then evaluating the above.

4.3.2 Equal energy signals

Signals with purely real complex correlation

A simple method to generate equal energy signals Xi is to fix the energy in each

constellation signal to be the same. In this section we will examine random

coding using a two dimensional constellation. The constellation we use will be

real; a 2 - PSK scheme with phase angles 0 and 71". We do this since a more

general m - P S K scheme does not lend itself to easy analysis as we see in the

next section.
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Consider the bound on the binary signalling probability of error for equal

energy signals developed in section 4.1.1 as

l+p _(a2 (1_p»)
P/I < -- e 4 •e - 2

The exponent in this expression can be expressed as

(4.22)

For signals having real complex correlation the values of "Y that result in the

maximum value of this exponent are 0 and 1r. Thus equation 4.22 can be written

P < 1 + p - (min...,([o2'l") 411xl - x2en l2)
ell _ -2- e '0

= 1 + p e - (min {4~0 IXI - x21
2

, 410lxl + x21
2
}) •

2

By bounding p by unity and noting that for real a and b

e - (min(a,b)) < e - (a) + e - (b) ,

we can upper bound the conditional probability of error as follows:

(4.23)

(4.24)

H we use a scheme where the signals are selected lID and the number of

messages is 1M I, we can then apply a union bound on the probability of error

and bound the expected probability of error as
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IT we now further specify the mass function defining the signals by using a

2- P S K constellation with phase angles 0 and 7r used equiprobably then Xl - X 2

and Xl +X 2 are identically distributed. Hence

(4.26)

Let the energy in anyone of the constellation signals be fe, and the number

of uses of the constellation that comprise a signal be n. We can then evaluate

equation 4.26 to obtain

(4.27)

The corresponding expression for the Gaussian channel using optimum detection

is

(4.28)

We see that the bounds differ by a factor of two but are exponentially equiv

alent. For large n this tells us that with optimum decoding we can communicate
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over the NAWG channel with essentially the same probability of error as we

could over the AWG channel.

Signals with complex correlation

In this section we derive a random coding bound on the expected probability of

error when signals whose complex correlation is complex are used. The signals

we use in this case are formed by using a two dimensional constellation. The

constellation signals, in their polar representation have fixed amplitude but ran-

dom phase. They differ from the signals used in the previous section in that the

phase is distributed uniformly. Distributions of the phase other than this and

the 2 - P S K scheme considered in the previous section cannot be analysed to

give us either explicitly exponential bounds or expressions that are amenable for

computer aided evaluation.

The signals we use can be represented in the complex vector notation we have

been using by

where e i k are uniformly distributed in [0,211") and other symbols are defined

exactly as in the previous section.
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By representing the complex correlation, which is now a random complex

number, by it we can then write its magnitude R as

By using the bound on the binary signalling probability of error we derived for

equal energy signals [ section 4.1.1 I we can now bound the expected probability

of error as follows:

(4.29)

As defined in Chapter 3, cx.2 is twice the signal energy divided by No. Thus

",,2 2nec
..... - No .

The probability distribution function of R is known [9]. This is given by

iT ~ 1 , (4.30)

where J i ( . ) is the Bessel function of order i . Defining the signal to noise ratio

for a constellation signal by cx.; we then have

We can now substitute for the expectation in equation 4.29 to obtain
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(4.31)

The equations 4.30 and 4.31 allow us to compute the bound on Pe by nu-

merical integration. The bounds we develop in this and the next chapter will be

graphically presented and compared in Chapter 7.

4.3.3 Unequal energy signals

In this section we examine random coding for the NAWG channel using unequal

energy signals. We will use the optimum decoder for equal energy signals. Thus

what we develop is a random coding bound for a coding scheme that uses a

suboptimum decoder. The bound we obtain will be a sum of terms, each of

which is of the form of a fraction less than unity raised to a power n where n

is the number of uses of a two dimensional constellation that constitutes that

signal. The signal is formed by using this constellation in an lID manner. The

signals that form the the constellation we use may be represented in polar form

by an amplitude R that is Rayleigh distributed with mean P,J1r/2 and a phase

angle e which is independent of R and uniformly distributed in [0, 21r). The

signal corresponding to message i can be represented by

-(~:::::: I
\ ~ne3ein )
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From section 4.1 [equation 4.13] we have the following bound on the condi-

tional probability of error in the binary signalling case:

(4.32)

We now apply the procedure and notation developed in section 4.3.1 to write

the bound on the expected probability of error as

(4.33)

We derive a bound for the expected probability of error in appendix A. This

bound has the form

where the terms ti have been defined in section A.I. We can collect these

terms and write the bound out as

r: < (1 + 20 - 20E) n + ( 1 )n ( 1 )n

IMI (1+0-0E)2 I+E2 + 1+2/3JL2
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where u(.) is a unit step function starting at O. In equation 4.34

(4.34)

(3 -
1

2No(1 + 0)
o > 0 I>E>O.

Let us define the SNR for a constellation signal by

Then, for large n and CIt; > 1, we can write the bound as

where EO is given by

{ ( )

21+20 -20E
EO = max ,

0<£<I,O<6<al-l (1 +0 - OE)2

This bound is discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Probability of error for the

N AW G c h a n n e l using

suboptimum decoding

5.1 Binary signalling probability of error

5.1.1 Equal energy signals

Exact probability of error

The suboptimum decoder we use is the p-phase decoder discussed in section

3.3. We can rewrite the definition of our decoder [equation 3.10] for the

case of equal energy signals as
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where r is the set of angles {O,21rjp,41rjp, ...2(p - 1)1rjp} and m[.] is the

real part of the complex number [.].

In this section we examine a binary signalling scheme with signals having

the complex vector representations Xl and X2 corresponding to the messages

1 and 2.

By using total probability one may write the binary signalling proba

bility of error, Ph. as

(5.2)

where 1ri is the a priori probability of message i and Pe/ i is the conditional

probability of error, given that the message i was emitted by the source.

By using the decoding rule [equation 5.1] we can then write

By expressing the channel output as the sum of the phase shifted signal

and the noise one can write
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(5.4)

where the statistics of Cl) and N are those specified for the NAWG channel

[chapter3]. We now use the same set of orthonormal vectors as we used

in obtaining an expression for the exact probability of error with optimum

decoding [section 4.1.1]. By doing this we can express equation 5.4 in terms

of liD Gaussian random variables having zero mean and unit variance:

(5.5)

The signal to noise ratio a and the normalized complex correlation p have

the same definitions they had in Chapter 4:

a=

and

£11 and Mu are a pair of statistically independent complex Gaussian ran-

dom variables such that their real and imaginary parts are statistically in-

dependent, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables. VIe also

.note [result 1] that lili! ;i = 1, U are statistically independent Rayleigh
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distributed random variables with mean If. By expressing p in polar form

we can write equation 5.5 as

(5.6)

We can now write Ml and Mu in terms of their real and imaginary parts

and find

Pe/l - Pr {m-F {ap cos(Cb - 0 - "y) + pNl cos("y + 0) - pN213in("y + 6')

+,jl-p2Nscos"Y - Vl-p2N4sin"Y}

~ mfX {acos(Cb - "y) + N l cos "y - N 2 sin "y} } (5.7)

Let us now define the random variable

F - max {ap cos(Cb - 0 - "y) + pNl cosb + 0) - pN2sinb + 0)
"'I

Then the conditional probability of error Pe/l is given by

P. - E [ul ];'\1ell - ~.L ) J ,
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where u(.) is the unit step function and the expectation is taken over the

independent random variables N1, N2,Ns, N.. and e . Equation 5.8 allows

us to compute the conditional probability of error using numerical integra

tion. The results for several values of p are presented in Chapter 7. To

achieve precise results the computation ( on an HP9000 ) can be quite time

consuming. For the values of p = 2,4 equation 5.7 simplifies in such a

manner as to allow us the use of IMSL subroutines that greatly hasten the

computation. In what follows we demonstrate this for p = 4.

The 4-phase decoder

In this case the set of angles the decoder uses is given by

r = {O, 1r/2, 1r, 31r/2}

We can simplify write equation 5.7 to

Pell = Pr {max {Iapcos(~ - 0) + pN1 cosO - pN2sinO + V1- p2 Ns\ '

lapsin(c.P - 0) - pN1 sinO - pN2cos 0 - Vl- p2 N41}
~ max {jocoe c.P + NIl, [osin c.P + N21H . (5.9)

We can write the probability given by equation 5.9 in terms of the

probability of the complementary event. '!tIe then have
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Pell = 1-Pr {max {lap cos (4.) - 0) + pNI cos 0 - pN2sinO + './1 - p2 Nsl '

\apsin(4.) - 0) - pNl sinO - pN2 cosO - ';1- p2 N.\}

By using the fact that for random variables A, B and real I

Pr{max(A,B) < I} = Pr{{A < Iln{B < Il} ,

we can write equation 5.10 as

where

-F - apcos(4.) - 0) - pNl cosO+ pN2 sinO
Al = -----'----=-----7:====;;:-"-----'-----"---

y'1- p2

F - ap cos(4.) - 0) - pNI cos 0 + pN2sin 0
A 2 = -------=------'r===:;;:------'---

y'1- p2

-F - apsin(4.) - 0) + pNI sinO + pN2 cos 0
As = -----'---=---~:::::::::::::F-----=-----:....--

y'1- p2

F - ap sin(<b - 0) + pNI sin 0 + pN2 cos 0
A4 = --:..---'----'-c==~;---.:....---'---

y'l- p2
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and F is given by

We can now condition equation 5.10 on N b N 2 and ~ and then use the

fact that N3 and N" are lID zero mean unit variance Gaussian random

variables to write

(5.12)

where the expectation is over NI, N 2 and ~ and the function IU is defined

for real a, b ; b ~ a by

We can rewrite equation 5.12 in a form more convenient for numerical

computation as

where
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Bound on the probability of error

We can write the expression for the conditional probability of error [equa

tion 5.5] in the following manner:

Pe/ 1 - Pr {m-f' {al [ ( Qpe-'~ + M1P + MuJI- p2) -:}

~ m-f'{al[(Qe-'~+Ml)e""]}}' (5.13)

Since the real part of a complex number is always less than or equal to

its magnitude we find:

m-Fal[ae""] :$Ial·

By considering the projections of a set of complex numbers be"" ; 'Y E r, on

the real axis, we see that the largest of these projections is always greater

than or equal to the magnitude of bmultiplied by the cosine of one half of

the smallest non zero angle in I'; hence

We use these results to write an upper bound on the conditional probability

of error as
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Pe/l < Pr {lape-3~+ Mlp + MuV1- p212: COS{7r/p) lae-3~ + Mll}.
(5.14)

We now use the facts that Mi and Mie3~ are identically distributed and

that Mu and Ml are statistically independent to write equation 5.14 as

(5.15)

where

1
cos{7r/p) .

The bound in equation 5.15 is independent of the phase angle of p. Thus

it is also a bound on the conditional probability of error given that the

message was 2 and is hence a bound on the binary signalling probability

of error Pb6 • We next use the triangle inequality to bound this further as

follows:

(5.16)

By conditioning on Afl one can write this as
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(5.17)

which can then be evaluated using the known distributions of M1 and Mu

[as in section 4.11 to give us

2 ( 2) _ (10:2 (1-app)2 )
R < (1 - ) ap 1 - P 2 (l+ap2)-2app + u (app - 1)

h - U app (1 +ail _ 2app e

(5.18)

where u(.) is a unit step functions starting at o. We observe that when the

number of phases in our decoder (p) becomes large, the bound in equation

5.18 converges to the bound for optimum decoding obtained in section 4.1.

5.1.2 Unequal energy signals

Exact probability of error

We can write the definition of our p-phase decoder [equation 3.101 for the

case of unequal energy signals as

(5.19)
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where r is the set of p equally spaced angles

{ k 2; ; k = 0,1,2, ...(p - 1) } .

In this section we examine a binary signalling scheme with unequal

energy signals of finite duration having the complex vector representations

Xl and X2 corresponding to the messages 1 and 2.

By using total probability one may write the binary signalling proba

bility of error, Ph, as

(5.20)

(5.21)

where 1ri is the a priori probability of message i and Pe/ i is the conditional

probability of error, given that the message i was emitted by the source.

By using the decoding rule, [equation 5.19], we can then write

Pe/ l = Pr {~:f" {m [V *tx len ] - ~IXI12}

s ~f~ {m [V *tx 2en ] - ~IX212/M=1}} .

By expressing the channel output as the sum of the phase shifted signal

and the noise one can write
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(5.22)

where we have moved the energy terms out of the maximizations since

they are independent of 'Y. The statistics of () and N are those specified

for the NAWG channel [chapter3]. We can then use the same orthonormal

basis used in obtaining an expression for the exact probability of error with

optimum decoding [section 4.1.1]. This allows us to express equation 5.22 in

terms of lID Gaussian random variables with zero means and unit variances.

We thus obtain the following expression for the conditional probability of

error:

(5.23)

The signal to noise ratios Ql, a2 and the normalized complex correlation p

are defined as follows:

and

X;tX2

- IX lllx21.
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As in sections 4.1 and 5.1.1 , Afl and Mu are a pair of statistically indepen-

dent complex Gaussian random variables such that their real and imaginary

parts are statistically independent, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian ran-

dom variables.

By writing p in polar form, one can write equation 5.23 as

(5.24)

- -We can now substitute for M l and M u to write this as

+ V1- p2 Nscos"Y - Vl- p2 N4sin"Y}

-~a2 ~ :: (m;x{acos(<p - "Y) + N l COS"Y - N 2 sin-r} - ~al) }. (5.25)

Let us now define F by

F - max {ap cos(<p - 8 - "Y) +pNl cos("Y + 8) - pN2 sin("Y + 8)..,

+ Vl- p2 Ns cos "Y - Vl- p2 N4Sin"Y}
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Then the conditional probability of error Pe/l is given by

Pe/ 1 = E [u(F)] , (5.26)

where u(.) is the unit step function and the expectation is taken over the

independent random variables N h N2, N3 , N. and CJ.). Equation 5.26 allows

us to compute the conditional probability of error using numerical integra

tion.

Bound on the probability of error

In this section we consider a p-phase decoder operating on unequal energy

signals that ignores the energy term of the transmitted signals. What this

means is that when one of the p decoders computes the Euclidean distance

between a phase shifted transmitted signal and the received signal [section

3.3], it considers every transmitted signal as having the same energy. We

note that the realization of the decoder differs simply in that the Viterbi

decoders do not include the energy term of the signals on a state transition

in their computation of metrics. In this case the operation of the decoder

is governed by the same expression as that in section 5.1. That is:
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(5.27)

We can write the expression for the conditional probability of error

[equation 5.23] in the following manner:

(5.28)

By using the bounds we obtained on the real part of a complex number

in section 5.1, we find

and

For complex numbers a and bwe can then write an upper bound on the

conditional probability of error as

(5.29)
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where '.

a" =
1

cos(1r/p) .

We note that the bound in equation 5.29 is independent of the phase

angle of p. However we see that unlike in the equal energy case the bound

on the conditional probability of error depends on the message transmitted.

We next use the triangle inequality to bound this further as follows:

(5.30)

(5.31)

By conditioning on Mione can write this as

[ {
- ~ - a"p - }]

Pe/2 s E Pr IMul ;::: 4::;1- p21al+Mil IM1=,;h '

which can then be evaluated using the known distributions of M1 and Mu

[as in section 4.1 and section 5.1] to give us

(5.32)

where u(.) is a unit step functions starting at O. We observe that when the

number of phases ;n our decoder ( p ) becomes largo the hound in ecuation._ -_.... ~ ..... -..a. _ _ _ ... \ __.... ~ ... _,...... u ....&. "i~'" .l'"
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5.32 converges from above to the bound for unequal energy signals, decoded

with the optimum decoder for equal energy signals obtained in section 4.1.

5.2 Probability of error for equal energy en
velope orthogonal signals

The p-phase decoder

In this section we consider the encoder as mapping a set M of IMImessages

to a set of IMI envelope orthogonal, equal energy signals of finite duration

in a one to one manner. The signals form a set {Xi ; i = 1, 2, ...1MI} with

the property that every pair of distinct signals Xi and Xj: are envelope

orthogonal. That is when i =j:. k

The suboptimum decoder we use is the p-pha.se decoder. We will develop

a general expression for the probability of error in a manner suitable for

computation and then consider the case of p = 4 in detail. We can rewrite

the definition of our decoder [equation 3.10] for the case of equal energy

signals as
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(5.33)

where the signal received at the decoder is y. r is the set of p equally

spaced angles:

By using equation 5.33 the conditional probability of error, given that

the message emitted by the source was 1, one can write

We recognize from the symmetrical nature of the signals with respect

to each other that the conditional probability of error is the same for every

transmitted signal. Thus by total probability equation 5.34 gives the prob-

ability of error for this scheme. By expressing the channel output as the

sum of the phase shifted signal and the noise one can write the probability

of error as

(5.35)

-
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where the statistics of ~ and N are those specified for the NAWG channel

[chapter3]. We can now rewrite equation 5.35 in terms of complex Gaussian

random variables Mm. We follow the same procedure used in computing

the exact probability of error with optimum decoding [section 4.1.1]. The

real and imaginary parts of these complex Gaussian random variables form

a set of lID zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables. We then

have

(5.36)

where the signal to noise ratio a is defined by

a= j m = 1,2, ... , IMI .

We now define the random variables A and Bm by

A = m-F {m[(o:e3~ + M1) e"']} ,

{Bm } is a set of lID random variables such that every Bm is independent

of the random variable A. For the set of angles we use in our decoder (f)
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the random variables Bm. and the random variable A are non negative. This

follows from the fact that for every angle "'1 in the set r , the angle -"'1 is

also in the set. We can now write the probability of error as

We now define the random variable B as

B = max Bm.,
m#

and then condition the expression for the probability of error on A to write

where we have used the fact that A and B are statistically independent.

By obtaining expressions for the distributions of A and B we can compute

the probability of error. This is the approach we take in the next section

to obtain the probability of error for 4-phase decoding.

The 4-phase decoder

Since p is now 4 we find that the random variable A can be reduced;

A= m;x {m[(o:e3~ +All) en] }
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where N 1 and N 2 are lID, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random vari-

ables. We can now write the distribution function of A as

we now condition on CJ> and use the independence of N1 and N 2 to write

We can now substitute for the density function of the phase shift of the

NAWG channel and write this as

F ( )
1 r: rz: cos if/ Ia-asinif/ d"l.

A a = 271" 10 -a-acosif/ -a-asinif/ v »

where

(5.38)

We now obtain the distribution of B. Because we are now considering

the 4-phase decoder, B becomes
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where Nile are lID, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables.

We are then able to write

FB(b) = Pr{B:5 b} = (Pr{INmll :5 b})2(1MI-l) = (1- 2Q (b))2(IMI-l)

(5.39)

where

Q(b) = _1_ ('JO e-~f~ dt .
~Jb

We are now in a position to use the expression for the probability of

error derived in the last section [equation 5.37]. This gives us

(5.40)

The availability of IMSL routines for the computation of Q(.) using

FORTRAN assists in the numerical integration required to evaluate the

probability of error.

5.3 Lower bound on the binary signalling
probability of error

In this section we examine binary signalling over the NAWG channel and

p-phase decoding. \Ve show that there exists a small number. f.~ such that
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(5.41)

however large the signal to noise ratio is, the probability of error is greater

than E.. This number depends on the complex correlation and the number

of signals. When E. is non zero, however large we make the signal to noise

ratio, we cannot make the probability of error smaller than E.. We write

the definition of our decoder [equation 3.10] for the case of equal energy

signals as

~(~{~ [y.tx&ert
]) = -rtlf;::M {~[y"Xme"']} ,

where r is the set of angles {O,21r/p,41r/p, ...2(p -l}1r/p}.

By using total probability one may write the binary signalling proba-

bility of error, p"., as

(5.42)

where 1ri is the a priori probability of message i and P e/ i is the conditional

probability of error, given that the message i was emitted by the source.

By using equation 5.41 we can then write

(5.43)

By expressing the channel output as the sum of the phase shifted signal
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and the noise one can write

(5.44)

We define the normalized complex correlation p to have the identical

definition it had in Chapter 4. This is

p _ pe's X;CX2
- IXlllx21.

Let us consider equation 5.44 for the case of envelope orthogonal signals.

From the previous section [section 5.2] we can recognize that for finite signal

to noise ratios the conditional probability of error is non zero. The case of

very large signal to noise ratio (0:) corresponds to a conditional probability

of error given by

(5.45)

For envelope orthogonal signals this probability is zero since the right hand

side of the inequality within braces is zero whereas the left hand side is

always positive. '.""Ie thus note that, at least for envelope orthogonal signals,
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increasing the signal power can only serve to decrease the probability of

error. This is confirmed by analysing the expression for the probability of

error obtained for the 4-phase decoder - we take the partial derivative of

the probability of error [equation 5.40] with respect to a, the signal to noise

ratio and show that this is non positive.

For non orthogonal signals the results of our computations for various

p confirms this same behaviour - increasing the signal to noise ratio does

not increase the probability of error.

We conjecture that this is true for all p- phase decoders [p ~ 2] and

all values of the normalized complex correlation. Equation 5.45 then gives

the conditional probability of error when the signal to noise ratio becomes

extremely large ( that is when a --+ 00 ). This probability of error is then

a lower bound on the conditional probability of error for finite a. We now

examine equation 5.45 in greater detail. We can write

Pe/ l ~ Pr {~:r:{~ [(Xle3~ ) ..tXlen] }

s ~:r: {~[(Xle.1~) .. tx 2en ]} }

= Pr {max {cos (<1> + 'Yn
'lfr

< ~,,~{pcos (<1> + 'Y - On}
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By conditioning equation 5.46 on ~ we can write

r2fr

Pe/l ~ 10 u (pl(4> - fJ) - 1(4))) p~(¢) d4> ,

where we define the function 1(.) by

1(4)) = maxcos(¢ + '1) ,
1€r

and u(.) is the unit step function. By substituting for the distribution of ~

we then find

Pe/l ~ -.!.- r: u (pl(4> - 0) - 1(4))) d4>.
21f10

(5.47)

Equation 5.47 is then a lower bound on the conditional probability of

error. Depending on r and p the quantity

1 r:
e, = 21f1

0
u (pl(4> - fJ) - 1(4))) p~(¢) d¢ , (5.48)

is either zero or some positive number. e, is the lower bound on the prob-

ability of error.

Regions for p where the lower bound is zero

We can examine the function

r rt». 8) II,J,.\\U tVJ t'f' - - t 'f'}} ,
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to determine the locus of p in the complex plane within which the lower

bound on the probability of error is zero. By examining the function 1(.)

we notice that it is periodic with period equal to the smallest non zero angle

in r, (27r/p). Now E. = 0 if the function

g(4),8) = pl(4) - 0) - 1(4)) ,

is less than zero. We notice that g(4>,8) viewed as a function of 8 is also

periodic with period (27r)/p. This tells us if PI is a point on the locus of P

within which the lower bound is zero and if 01 is some integer multiple of

(27r)/p then Ple381 is also a point on this locus. Since 1(4)) has periodicity

(27r)/p let us examine it in the interval [-7r/p, 7r/p). Here 1(4)) = cos4>.

The minimum value of 1(4)) occurs when 14>1 = (7r)/p. We notice that if

pl(4)-O) is less than 1(4)) at points where 1(4)) is minumum then the lower

bound is zero. We have

pl«7r/p)-O) = pmax cos«7r/p)-8+'Y) = pcos(1r/p)-O)
'l£r

where

o= 8 mod (7r/p) .
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Thus we have the result that the lower bound is zero if

cos (;) > pcos (; - 0) ,
that is if

(5~49)
1

p < cos (0) + tan (i) sinO·

Equation 5.49 defines the locus of p within which the lower bound is

zero. AB an illustration of its use we see that when using a 4 phase decoder

if the normalized complex correlation is such that

1
p>-

V2
1r

; 6=-,
4

then the binary signalling probability of error cannot be made smaller than

some positive number however large the signal to noise ratio.

5.4 Random coding

5.4.1 Introduction

In this section we examine random coding for the NAWG channel using the

sub optimum ( p-phase ) decoder. The approach we take will be based on

the expression derived in Chapter 4 [ section 4.1 1, for the random coding

bound. We bound the expected probability of error Pe over an ensemble of

communication systems as follows:
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(5.50)

In this equation .M is the number of distinct messages. The messages

1 and 2 are mapped to the complex vectors Xl and X2, which, in the ran

dom coding bound, become the complex random vectors Xl and X 2 • The

function

is a bound on the binary signalling probability of error for the messages 1

and 2 given that the message was 1. As we have discussed in section 4.1 our

approach to random coding is based on developing a bound on the binary

signalling probability of error, selecting a probability distribution for the

signals and then evaluating the expectation in equation 5.50. We show that

the expectation on the right hand side of equation 5.50 is bounded by a

positive number less than unity raised to a power n where n is the number

of uses of the constellation that forms the transmitted signal. This is the

form of the result for memoryless channels. In a sense the NAWG and

AAWG channels have complete memory - the phase shift in the signalling

interval k is the same as the phase shift in the signalling interval k + 1.
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For other channels with memory it is not always possible to obtain random

coding bounds with behaviour similar to memoryless channels.

Pe is an upper bound on the probability of error of the best system (

that is the system with lowest probability of error). Thus if Pe,IIuC is the

probability of error for the best system then

where Ec is less than unity.

The complex vectors representing the messages 1 and 2 are selected

lID. We do this by selecting a fixed two dimensional constellation in an lID

manner to generate the signals.

5.4.2 Equal energy signals

We have the following bound on the binary signalling probability of error

for equal energy signals [ equation 5.18]:

2( 2) _ (!a2 (l-appr~ )

R < (1- ) ap 1 - P 2 (l+a;)-2ap p + u(app -1) (5.51)
II" - U app (1 + ai) _ 2app e

a and p are defined by

IXiI
a - ,/No/2.

IXI *tx21

p = IXl llx21.
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The binary signalling probability of error can be further bounded to yield

a bound on the binary signalling probability of error that is more conve-

nient to use in a random coding argument. We observe that the negative

exponent

can be lower bounded by

This is zero when p is given by

We can write the upper bound

(5.52)

The approach we take to derive equation 5.52 can be better understood

with reference to the figure on the following page. Here (A) is a plot of

the negative exponent of e in the bound on the right hand side of equation

5.51. (B) is a linear lower bound to (A).
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Figure 5.1

The exponent of the upper bound

I

I
I

Equation 5.52 is easier to work with than equation 5.51 since the ex-

ponent on e is linear in p. This permits the evaluation of the expectation

that is needed in our bound. It is possible to work directly with equation

5.51. The effort required is however much greater ( In section 5.4.2 we will

work with an expression that reduces to equation 5.51 for the case of equal

energy signals ).
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A simple method to generate equal energy signals Xi is to fix the energy

in each constellation signal to be the same. As we have already indicated,

we will examine random coding using a two dimensional constellation. The

constellation we use will be real; a 2 - P S K scheme with phase angles 0

and 7l". We generate the constellation signals by using these phase angles

equiprobably. Then Xl and X 2 are identically distributed.

Let the energy in anyone of the constellation signals be e, and the

number of uses of the constellation that comprise a signal be n. We can

then derive a random coding bound [ Appendix A, section A.2] as follows:

For even n, n = 2k, we find

[ ]"Pc < 2 1
(1.M1-1» (1- pl)~(1+ pl)¥

+2[u (1+ p: _ f3) (1 +~ ) "
1- p 2(3¥

[ 1"]
I

1+p 1
+u f3 - --, 1 I 1 I ,

( 1- p) (1- P')T(l +P')'¥
where

I 30
P -

k

in which the integer io is defined by
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and

For odd n, n = 2k + 1, we find

[ ]

n

Pe 1

(IMI-1)) < 2 (1- P')~(1+ p')¥

+2[u (1 + p: + ; _ fJ) (1 + ~ ) n

1- p -;; 2{3¥

[ ]
n]1+P'+! 1

+u {3 - , 2 ' "
( I-p -J (l-P')'T-(l+P')'¥

where

I 2jo -1
p = 2k + 1

in which the integer io is defined by

(2k + 1)po 2: 2io+ 1 > (2k + 1)po - 1

We can show that the function

, ,
, !=L , !±e..

(1 - p) :I (1+ p) :I

is an increasing function of p I and that

I ,

1 ~ (1 - p') l-;e (1+ p')~ ~ 2 .
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For large n the question of whether n is odd or even becomes immaterial

as the bounds converge. For large {J, that is when the signal to noise ratio

is large, the behaviour of the bound is governed by p(p). In this case the

bound is given by

(IMI- 1))

where

< 3[ d
1 !±L]"

(1 - p') :I (1 + p') :I

, 1( 1)p ~ - a +- .
2a 2 P aP p

(5.55)

It is important not to misinterpret the bound in its approximate form

[ equation 5.55]. While this may suggest that as the number of phases in our

decoder becomes larger the bound approaches (~)", a careful examination

of equation 5.54 indicates that this requires a very large signal to noise

ratio. We discuss the bound in relation to similar bounds for the Gaussian

channel and the NAWG channel using optimum decoding in Chapter 7.

5.4.3 Unequal energy signals

In this section we examine random coding for the NAWG channel using

unequal energy signals. The decoder we use is the p-phase decoder for

equal energy signals. The bound we obtain will be a sum. of terms, each of

..vhich is of the form of a term. less than unity raised to a power n where n is
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the number of uses of a two dimensional constellation that constitutes that

signal. The signal is formed by using this constellation in an lID manner.

The signals that form the constellation we use may be represented in polar

form by an amplitude R that is Rayleigh distributed with mean p.J7r/2

and a phase angle e which is independent of R and uniformly distributed

in [0,27r). The signal corresponding to message i can be represented by

(i~::::: )
~= .

~neJein

From section 5.1.2 we have [ equation 5.32] the following bound on the

conditional probability of error in the binary signalling case:

(5.56)

We now apply the procedure and notation developed for our approach

to random coding [ section 4.3.1 ] to write the bound on the expected

probability of error as
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We derive a bound for the expected probability of error in appendix A

[section A.3] This bound has the form

where the terms ti have been defined in section A.3. We can collect

these terms and write the bound out as

where u(.) is a unit step function starting at o. In equation 5.58

1
f3 = 2No(1 + 0)

a 2 -1
e5 > ---<;...P_-

1- apE

We now define the signal to noise ratio for a constellation signal by

For etc > .1. and large n this bound can be written as
Qp
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where

{
I + 26 - 26Eap II}E-max --

o - (,6 (1+0: + 6_6()2 , 1 + E2 ' 1 +~ ,
20p op 1+6

in which the maximisation is over the following regions :

1
o < E <

This bound is discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Coding for the AAWG and
NAWG channels

6.1 Decoders for the AAWG channel

6.1.1 The optimum decoder

We have discussed the optimum decoder for the AAWG channel in Chapter

3 [ section 3.2.1 J. Given the channel output y, the optimum decoder

examines the quantity

for all m, where m belongs to the set of messages M, and W is the set

of possible phase shifts of the channel. The estimate of the message, m,

is then that message which maximizes this quantity. This decoder is not
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implementable. One reason for this is that for large 1M I, the number of

comparisons required is extremely large. Another is that the power spectral

density of the noise, No, is not directly available to us, and even if it were,

is not constant over time.

6.1.2 The p-phase decoder for the AAWG channel

In section 3.3.2 we proposed a suboptimum decoding scheme for the NAWG

channel. This was our p-phase decoding scheme. Given the channel output

as y the decoder sets its estimate of the message as m where

We can use this decoder as a suboptimum decoder for the AAWG chan-

nel.

We consider p-phase decoders for the AAWG channel where r p = w,

that is, the angles used for the decoder and the phase shifts of the channel

are the same. There is no good reason to expect that we can do better by

using a value of p different from Iwl. By examining the expression for the

optimum decoder, we see that the sum of that set of exponential quantities

defining the metric is approximately the same as the largest term in the

sum when the signal to noise ratio is high. The largest member occurs
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for the smallest negative exponent. Searching for this smallest negative

exponent is the rule for the p-phase decoder. The p-phase decoder is thus

asymptotically optimum when the SNR is large.

A performance measure

The operation of the p- phase decoder when the set of angles of the decoder,

r p, and the set of phase shifts of the channel, W, are the same is of interest

to us. In this case the decoder given the channel output y, searches for the

message mso that

(6.1)

We now develop a bound on the probability of error for p phase decoding

of the AAWG channel. We can write the conditional probability of error,

given that the message was m and the channel phase shift was 4> as,

which may be bounded by the probability of a union of events as

Pe/(~="',M=m) s Pr fl), {IV - xm,ert' I s mJn IY - xmertl /~="',M=m}}) .
tm'-l

Vie can now use a union bound to write
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Pe/(.=;,M=m) ~ 4= Pr {Iv - xm,en'1:5 mJn IY - xmenl /.=;,M=m }.
m ,.,'

By expressing the channel output as the sum of the phase shifted signal

and the Gaussian noise we can write this as

Pe/ (. =; ,M=m) :5 E Pr {Ixme'; + N - xm,en ' I s II!,in Ixme'; + N - xmen I} .
m' ,.,'

Since the minimum of a set of numbers is always upper bounded by any

one of the numbers, it is possible to further upper bound the bound we

have for the probability of error by:

Pe/ (. =; ,M=m) :5 ~ Pr {Ixme'; + N - xm,en'l < \xme'; + N - xme,<t>I}
m ,.,'

= 4=, Pr {Ixme'; +N - xm,en'I s INI} .
m ,.,

We can write the above as the probability that a zero mean, unit vari-

ance Gaussian random variable is greater than a constant that depends on

¢>, ,y', m and m'. Having done this we can now use the exponential bound

on the integral of the tail of a Gaussian density function to write

Pe/(.=;,M=m) < L, ,
m •.,

_ (_I_Ix e'; - x ,en ' 1
2

)
e \2No m m
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and then using the known distributions for the source messages and channel

phase shifts we can write the following bound on the probability of error

_(_1 Ix -x ,en'1 2)2No m m
e

m,m'¢m"l

(6.2)

From equation 6.2 we see that the quantity

min [x - x ,enl, m m ,
m,m¢m•..,

where

m ,m' E M j "y E '1t ,

can serve as a performance measure for p-phase decoding ( with r p = '1t )

on the AAWG channel. This is completely analogous to the corresponding

measure for the AWG channel with optimum detection ( the Euclidean

free distance of the code ). In examining a particular code the multiplicity

of this quantity, which we will call the rotational free distance, should

affect performance in exactly the same manner that the multiplicity of

terms having the Euclidean free distance affects the performance of codes

for the AWG channel.
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6.2 RI codes for the AAWG channel

L.F.Wei in a groundbreaking paper [1,2] demonstrated a scheme of con

struction for codes that would work reliably on the AAWG channel. Wei

designs codes termed rotationally invariant codes that perform, in many

cases, quite as well as the best known trellis codes for the AWG channel

at the same encoder state size and spectral efficiency. We will term codes

constructed on the basis of Wei's construction RI codes. We will refer

to communication schemes using RI codes as RI schemes. There is an un

stated assumption in the literature on RI codes that the decoder used in

RI schemes, a single Viterbi decoder, is optimum. Our analysis will show

that this is not true.

RI codes are possible only for encoders ( finite state machines ) with

the following phase shift invariance property :

• Any encoder output signal, when phase shifted by an angle contained

in \II, is another possible encoder output signal

As in the development of our model for the encoder in Chapter 2, by signal,

we mean a sequence of constellation signals. We note that the phase shift

invariance property can hold for signals only if it also holds for constellation
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signals. The construction of RI codes involves significantly more than this

property. However, in our examination of alternate coding schemes for the

AAWG channel, we will assume that for any encoder with the phase shift

invariance property, a RI code is possible.

We now briefly examine the operation of RI schemes. The message

sequence m emitted by the source is mapped to a sequence d by a pre

encoder. The sequence d is then mapped by an encoder ( a finite state

machine) to a signal Xd. This signal is the input to the AAWG channel.

The output of the channel is Viterbi decoded to result in an estimate J. of

the sequence d. A post decoder then maps J. to a message estimate m. The

set [) of encoder sequences, d is larger by a factor 1\l11 than the size of the

set .M of the message sequences, m.

Consider an encoder output Xd. If the phase shift of the channel is

¢ then the phase shifted output is Xde34>. By the phase shift invariance

property, this is then identical to the output signal xti corresponding to

an encoder input sequence d'. The suboptimum decoder for the AAWG

channel was developed earlier. Given a channel output y, this was to set
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the estimate as dwhere

By using the phase shift invariance property of the encoder one can then

write this as

(6.3)

Equation 6.3 tells us that a single Viterbi decoder can perform the

required function of obtaining d. The preencoder used in RI codes is a

differential encoder. The post decoder is a differential decoder.

We can note that the optimum decoder for the AAWG channel in this

case needs to examine (as we have shown in section 3.3.2 ) the quantity

and set the message estimate as d where d maximizes it. This is not the

same as the rule used, which is to search for that d which minimizes the

quantity

Thus RI schemes use a suboptimum decoding procedure.
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6.3 New codes for the AAWG channel

6.3.1 Introduction

As far as the author is aware, RI schemes are the only known schemes for

the AAWG channel. In this section we will define a new set of codes for

the AAWG channel. By new we mean that the scheme of construction

is different from Wei's. The fundamental difference is that we will not

require the phase shift invariance property defined in section 6.2. Instead

we will require just the opposite from the encoders we use. This is the

rotationally disjoint property:

• Any encoder output signal, when phase shifted by a non zero angle

contained in 'It, is always at a non zero Euclidean distance from any

other output signal

We develop two possible methods to realize this property. One method

is to use a constellation such that the rotationally disjoint property is true

of the constellation signals themselves. We will refer to this scheme as a ro

tationally disjoint scheme or RD scheme and the codes so constructed

as rotationally disjoint codes or RD codes. The other method is to

appropriately select the finite state machine we use as our encoder so that
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even if the rotationally disjoint property were not to hold true for the con

stellation signals, it would still hold for encoder signals ( that is, sequences

of constellation signals generated by the encoder ). We will refer to the

latter scheme as an LF scheme and the codes constructed as LF codes.

We will give examples illustrating the construction of both types of codes.

The decoder we use will be the p-phase decoder with r p equal to '1t, the

set of phase shifts of the channel. As we have shown in Chapter 3, this

decoder is realizable, when the encoder is a finite state machine, by per

forming a fixed operation on the channel output, and then using p identical

Viterbi decoders operating in parallel. No differential encoding or decoding

is required such as in Wei schemes. Our scheme also estimates the phase

shift of the channel, this estimate being unavailable in a RI scheme. In

addition we show that for certain cases we can do better than the best RI

codes in terms of the performance measure defined in section 6.1 ( the rota

tional free distance), at the same encoder state size and spectral efficiency.

We will compare the Rotational free distance of the codes we generate to

the Euclidean free distance of the comparable RI codes and codes for the

AWG channel ( As we demonstrated in the previous section the Rotational

free distance for an RI code is the Euclidean free distance of that code).
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The constellations we use in constructing LF and RD codes will use

an underlying m-PSK signal set. That is, the constellation signals will be

sequences of m-PSK signals. Let the set of all signals formed by k uses of a

m-PSK signal set be denoted by CIe,m• Let us also denote the constellation

we use by C. Then C will be a subset of the set of signals CIe,m.

We will use the notation

to denote the signal i belonging to the constellation C where

i,E(1,2, ... ,m)

for

l = 1,2, ... , k .

i, denotes the particular phase angle; a phase angle of (i!-~)2r corresponding

to Oil.

Thus a signal from the constellation C, C being a subset of C2 ,4 , could

be
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This signal is then a phase angle of 0 followed by a phase angle of 1r. The

constellation G could be the set of signals

In this case the size IGI of the constellation is 6.

In comparing our codes with RI codes and with codes for the AWG

channel, we will compare our codes against the best RI codes, constructed

using Wei's rules, and the best known codes for the AWG channel. If the

constellation we use is drawn from C".m. then the constellation used for the

codes we compare ours against will also be drawn from C",m, and will have

the same size.

We will compare our codes to RI codes and codes for the AWG chan

nel at the same spectral efficiency. As defined in Chapter 2, the spectral

efficiency is the source rate divided by the bandwidth. Our definition of

bandwidth, as indicated in section 2.2, is the dimensionality of the constel

lation we use divided by twice the duration of the constellation signals.

When we exhibit a particular finite state machine for either our schemes

or for a RI code we will mark only the output signals on the state transi

tions. We do this because the distance properties of the finite state machine
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do not depend on the exact association of input bits to output signals, pro

vided every distinct transition out of a given state is associated with distinct

source bits. We observe, however, that whereas our codes can always be

realized by linear encoders ( that is a shift register based machine using

linear operations ), RI codes often cannot be so realized. This is because

of the fact that for Wei codes the particular association of input bits to

output signals is vital to the encoding and decoding process ( differential

encoding and decoding ).

In computing and comparing free distances we will normalize the energy

in the constellation signals so that the energy expended per source bit is

unity.

6.3.2 RD codes

Example 1

In this section we will examine the construction of a simple RD code. We

will use a two state finite state machine and a size four constellation drawn

from C2 ,4 ' In passing we note that we cannot construct a useful RD code

using a constellation drawn from C1•4 since in this case the rotational free

distance of the constellation is zero.
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We will map one source bit at a time to a constellation signal. As in

the standard approach to Trellis Coded Modulation the constellation we

use will be expanded by a factor of two from the size required for uncoded

modulation. Thus lei = 4.

The constellation we select is

The code we construct is the output of the finite state machine ( FSM)

encoder with the state transition diagram shown below:

Figure 6.1

Two state RD encoder
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81 and 82 are the two possible states of the FSM. The directed lines joining

states indicate the possible state transitions, with the signals marked above

these being the output signal when making the transition, these signals

being drawn from the constellation we are using. As we indicated in section

6.3.1 we indicate only the output signals on state transitions, every directed

line out of a state corresponding to a different set of source bits.

The rotational free distance for RD and LF codes is defined [ section

6.2] by

d"r = II]-in IXm - x m,e3'11 ,
m,m r!m."t

where m and m' denote messages (sequences of input bits ), Xi is the signal

( complex vector ) the message i is mapped to, and 'Y belongs to the set of

phase shifts 'It of the AWGA channel. In this case

since the signals underlying the constellation are a 4-PSK set. In computing

d"r for RD codes we notice that since a constellation signal, when rotated

by a non zero angle in 'It, is no longer a member of the constellation, the

minimization over 'Y is irrelevant. The reason for this is that when we

consider long sequences of constellation signals that form the signal X m ,
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the Euclidean distance between this signal and some other signal rotated

by a non zero angle "I grows without limit as the sequence length increases.

Thus for RD codes

d"r = min IXm- xm,1 .
m,m'~m,

It is easily seen that for the code we are examining d,.r = VS.O. We also

notice that since the rotationally disjoint property holds, the probability

that the estimated phase shift of the channel is wrong is effectively zero.

The spectral efficiency of the code is 0.5 bits per dimension.

The best code for the AWG channel at the same state size and using

a constellation drawn from C2,4 is generated using the FSM shown on the

following page.
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Figure 6.2

Two state encoder for the AWG channel

The Euclidean free distance for this code is y'6]). It is not possible to

find a FSM having the same state size, that generates a RI code valid for

all the possible phase shifts of the channel, and which uses a constellation

of size 4 drawn from C2,••
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Figure 6.3

Two state RI encoder

The best that is possible is to construct a code using the FSM shown

above that allows phase shifts of only 0 and 1r. The Euclidean free distance

of this code is 2.0.
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Example 2

In this section we will examine the construction of another slmple RD code.

We will use a two state finite state machine and a size sixteen constellation

drawn from Cs,•.

We will map three source bits at a time to a constellation signal. As in

the standard approach to Trellis Coded Modulation, the constellation we

use will be expanded by a factor of two from the size required for uncoded

modulation. Thus lei = 16.

The constellation we select is

The code we construct is the output of the FSM encoder shown on the

following page.
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Figure 6.4

Two state RD encoder

In computing d,.r for this code, as in the previous example, we notice that

a constellation signal, when rotated by a non zero angle in q,~ is no longer

a member of the constellation. Thus d,.r is determined by the Euclidean

free distance of the sequences generated by the FSM. It is easily seen that

for this code d"r = y"81). The spectral efficiency of the code is 1.0 bits per

dimension.
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The best code for the AWG channel, at the same state size and using

a constellation drawn from CS ,4 , mapping three source bits at a time, can

be generated using the same FSM.

The best RI code we could construct for the same state size and spectral

efficiency, mapping the same number of source bits at a time and using a

size sixteen constellation drawn from CS•4 ' is shown on the following page.
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Figure 6.5

Two state RI encoder

The constellation we selected in this case is

For this RI code the Euclidean free distance, dJ is y'6l). Thus the RD

code has better distance properties.
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6.3.3 LF codes

In this section we will examine the construction of some simple LF codes.

Example 1

The first code we construct will use a two state finite state machine and a

size eight constellation drawn from C2,. , the set of 2x4-PSK signals.

We will map two source bits at a time to a constellation signal. As in

the standard approach to Trellis Coded Modulation the constellation we

use will be expanded by a factor of two from the size required for uncoded

modulation. Thus ICI = 8. The constellation we select is

The code we construct is the output of the FSM encoder shown on the

following page.
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Figure 6.6

Two state LF encoder

The rotational free distance for this code is defined [ section 6.2 ] by

d"r = npn IXm- xm'eJ'J\ ,
m,m ~m,.,

where m and m' denote messages ( sequences of input bits ), Xi is the signal

( complex vector ) the message i is mapped to, and "'1 belongs to the set

of phase shifts W of the AAWG channel. In this case, as in the previous

section,
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The evaluation of d,.,. for LF codes is harder than for RD codes. We notice

that since a constellation signal, when rotated by an angle in q" is now

a member of the constellation, the minimization over 'Y is not irrelevant,

unlike the case of RD codes. The minimization over 'Y can be performed

by examining the sequences generated by not just one finite state machine

but by 4 machines ( m machines for an m-PSK based constellation). We

will denote these machines by

Here 90 is the actual FSM used as the encoder. 9a is the FSM that results

when each output signal assigned to the state transitions of 90 is rotated

by Q. The rotational free distance is then the minimum Euclidean distance

of all the possible output signal sequences generated by these machines

corresponding to distinct messages. When searching for this minimum

between two distinct machines of this set we consider the Euclidean dis

tance between the sequences of the two machines, with no consideration of

particular start or end states.
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We have, as the set of machines whose sequences we need to examine,

the following:

Figure 6.7

Machines used by LF decoder
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The LF codes we develop all have the following property :

• the Euclidean free distance between the sequences of 90 and ga, for

a 1= 0, grows without limit as the sequence length increases

We notice that this property then forces the rotationally disjoint property

of section 6.3.1, required of the RD and LF codes we design, to hold true.

We now illustrate the technique we use to demonstrate that the rotationally

disjoint property holds in general for the LF codes we develop. We start

by picking an output signal common to two distinct machines. We next

examine whether these signals can be followed by some other output signal

which is the same on the two machines. H so we continue the process. For

the codes we develop, after at most two or three transitions, the sequences

diverge. We demonstrate that this divergence occurs for every possible

common signal that we start with, on any two distinct machines. This

tells us that the Euclidean free distance between the sequences of distinct

machines grows without limit as the sequence length increases.

We can now note that the Rotational free distance d"r of our code is

determined by the Euclidean free distance of anyone of the machines

90' 9t, 9-:r, 9 3; •
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It is easily seen that for the code we are examining dI,r = v'6:O. The

spectral efficiency of this code is 1.0 bits per dimension. The best code for

the AWG channel at the same state size and spectral efficiency and using

a constellation drawn from C2,4 , is generated using the FSM given below.

Figure 6.8

Two state RI encoder

The Euclidean free distance for this code is 4.0. This same machine can be

used in an RI scheme. This holds since any signal sequence rotated by an

angle contained in W is another valid signal sequence of the machine. Thus

in this case the Rl code has better distance properties than the LF code.
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Example 2

The code we construct will use a four state finite state machine and a size

eight constellation drawn from e3,4 , the set of 3x4-PSK signals.

We will map two source bits at a time to a constellation signal. As in

the standard approach to Trellis Coded Modulation the constellation we

use will be expanded by a factor of two from the size required for uncoded

modulation. Thus lei = 8.

The constellation we select is

The code we construct is the output of the FSM encoder shown on the

following page.
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Figure 6.9

Four state LF encoder
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As in the previous section since the underlying signal set is 4-PSK we

need to consider the four machines

Here 90 is the actual FSM used as the encoder. 90 is the FSM that results

when each output signal assigned to the state transitions of 90 is rotated

by a. The rotational free distance is then the minimum Euclidean distance

of all possible output signal sequences generated by these machines corre

sponding to distinct messages . When searching for this minimum within

the sequences of a particular machine of this set, we look at sequences that

diverge from the same state at a given time and then converge at some other

state at some other time. When searching for this minimum between two

distinct machines of this set we consider the Euclidean distance between

sequences of the two machines with no consideration of particular start or

end states.
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Figure 6.10

Machine go
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Figure 6.11

Machine g.!.
'1
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Figure 6.12

Machine 91('
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•

Figure 6.13

Machine g~
2

The set of machines whose sequences we need to examine is shown above

and on the previous pages.
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A careful examination of these machines using the technique described

for the previous example shows that the distance between sequences of

distinct machines grows without limit as the sequence length increases.

Thus the Rotational free distance d"r of our code is determined by the

Euclidean free distance of anyone of the machines.

We can show that for this code d"r = J2:'~. The spectral efficiency is ~

bits per dimension. The best code for the AWG channel at the same state

size and spectral efficiency, constructed using a constellation drawn from

C2,4 , can be generated using the same FSM.

We now determine the best RI code that we can construct for the same .

state size and using a size eight subset of C3,4 . The constellation we select

is

The code we construct is the output of the FSM encoder shown in Fig.

6.14.

We can observe that if we select any signal sequence of this machine

and rotate it by an angle in Wwe generate another possible signal sequence.

This is the essential property of a RI code [section 6.2]. The free distance,
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d, of this code can be shown to be .J8Jl, Thus in this case the LF code

has better distance properties than the Wei code.

Figure 6.14

Four state RI encoder
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Chapter 7

Results of computations and

sim ulations

7.1 Introduction

In previous chapters we have obtained expressions for the probability of error

in a variety of situations. These include binary signalling, orthogonal signalling

and random coding bounds. In this chapter we evaluate these expressions and

compare them. We also simulate the performance of the p-phase decoding scheme

for both the AAWG and NAWG channels.

In section 7.2 we examine the binary signalling probability of error. We do

this for the AWG channel with optimum decoding, the NAWG channel with

optimum decoding, and the NAWG channel with p-phase decoding.

In section 7.3 we examine signalling over the AWG channel using orthogonal

signals and compare this with signalling over the NAWG channel using
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envelope orthogonal signals, considering both optimum decoding as well as

p-phase decoding.

In section 7.4 we examine random coding. We compare the random coding

bound for the AWG channel, the NAWG channel with optimum detection and the

NAWG with p-phase decoding, considering both the equal energy and unequal

energy situations.

In section 7.5 we examine the simulation of our communication scheme using

some of the FSM encoders for the AAWG and NAWG channels presented in

Chapter 6. We examine the performance of these encoders, considering p phase

decoding for both the NAWG and AAWG channels. We also plot the performance

of comparable Wei codes and codes for the AWG channel.

7.2 Binary signalling probability of error

We have the following expression for the conditional probability of error, given

that the message was 1, for binary signalling over the NAWG channel when a

4-phase decoder is used [equation 5.12]:

(7.1)

where
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As =

A4 =

and F is given by

-F - apcos(~ - 0) - pNI cosO + pN2sinO

Jl- p2

F - apcos(~ - 0) - pNlcosO + pN2sinO

Jl- p2

-F - apsin(~ - 0) + pNI sinO + pN2 cos (J

Jl- p2

F - ap sin(~ - (J) + pNI sin (J + pN2 cos (J

Jl- p2

1 100
1,2Q(t) = .r.>= e-~ dt,

v 271" ,

In these expressions the N, are lID, zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian ran-

dom variables, and ~ is a statistically independent random variable uniformly

distributed on [0, 271"). The magnitude and phase angle of the complex correlation

of the signals are p and (J, and a is the signal to noise ratio.

For the AWG channel with optimum decoding, the corresponding expression

for the conditional probability of error for binary signalling is easily found to be

Pell = Q (0.-)1- PCOSO) •

1L11 exponential upper bound on this expression is
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_ (~2 (1- pcos8))
Pe/l < e . (7.3)

When we use the optimum decoder for the AWG channel, but the signal is

phase offset by {J on the channel, the conditional probability of error for binary

signalling may be written as

r, I = Q (..!!.- cos (J - p cos({J + 8))
I v'2 ";1 - p cos 0

An exponential upper bound on this expression is

_ (or2 (eostJ-peos(tJH))2))
Pe/l < e 4 I-peos' •

(7.4)

(7.5)

For the NAWG channel with optimum decoding the corresponding expres-

sion for the conditional probability of error in the binary signalling situation is

[equation 4.8]

P.!l - E [J:,~.'I.+MI
.io (r 1";1~ p2 (a + M)I) dr] .

An upper bound on this probability of error [section 4.1.1] is given by

-(~(I-p))
Pe/l < e· .
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On the following pages we present plots of equations 7.1 through 7.7. These

results are presented with the signal to noise ratio Q2 fixed at 20.0 dB ( that is

Q = 10.0 ), and display the variation of the conditional probability of error or

a bound thereon as a function of the complex correlation of the signals ( that

is as a function of the magnitude and phase of the complex correlation). We

can observe that the behaviour of the p phase decoder approaches that of the

optimum decoder for the NAWG channel as p increases and that the divergence

grows as the phase angle of the complex correlation approaches ~. We see that

the 8-phase decoder, for the worst case situation of 0 = 22.5 degrees, differs from

the optimum by 1.0 dB in the probability of error. The behavior for signal to

noise ratios greater than 20 dB was examined and found to exhibit the same

general pattern, that is, the same relative orientation of the plotted results was

observed.
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Binary Signalling P; at SNR

• A - AWG Channel with carrier offset of 45 degrees

and (J = 45 degrees

• B - AWG Channel with carrier offset of 45 degrees

and (J = 22.5 degrees

• C - AWG Channel with carrier offset of 45 degrees

and (J = 0 degrees

20 dB

• D - NAWG Channel, 4-phase decoding, (J = 45 degrees

• E - NAWG Channel, 4-phase decoding, (J = 0 degrees

• F - NAWG Channel, 8-pha.se decoding, (J = 22.5 degrees

• G - NAWG Channel, 8-phase decoding, (J = 0 degrees

• H - NAWG Channel, Optimum decoding

• 1- AWG Channel with no carrier offset, (J = 45 degrees

• J - AWG Channel with no carrier offset, (J = 0 degrees
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Binary signalling probability of error
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7.3 Envelope orthogonal signalling

We have derived an expression for the probability of error for envelope orthogonal

equal energy signalling over the NAWG channel using the optimum decoder as

[equation 4.19]

I.MI-l ( IMI-l) (_l)Hl _~
Pe = E e 2("+1).

k=1 k k + 1
(7.8)

In this equation a is the signal to noise ratio and 1M I is the number of messages.

The corresponding expression when we use p phase decoding for the same set

of signals over the NAWG channel with p = 4 is [equation 5.40]

P. = 1.1041-1 I2foOO fo211' r..-aco.~ i'-a.in.~ (1 _ 2Q(b))(21.M1- S)e - ! 62 d,l,.db
e • v;- -6-aco.~ -6-a.m~ 'I' ,o 0

where,

and

Q(b) = Ib .

(7.9)

When the same signals are used on the AWG channel with optimum decoding

the expression for the probability of error is
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We plot the logarithm of the probability of error against the signal to noise

ratio for equations 7.8 through 7.10 on the following page. The number of signals

was set at 1MI = 50. We can observe that as p increases, the probability of error

with p-phase decoding approaches the optimum, and that the optimum behaves

much like the optimum decoder for the AWG channel. When p = 8 we see that

at a probability of error of 10-6 the difference in signal to noise ratio from the

optimum decoder is less than 0.1dB. Even when p = 4 we find that this difference

is less than 0.25 dB.
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Envelope Orthogonal Signalling

Number of messages = 50

• A - NAWG Channel with 4-phase decoding

• B - NAWG Channel with 8-phase decoding

• C - NAWG Channel with optimum decoding

• D - AWG Channel with optimum decoding
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Envelope orthogonal signalling
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7.4 Random coding

7.4.1 Equal energy signals

Signals with purely real complex correlation

The random coding bound we derived [ section 4.3.21 for signals with real com-

plex correlation over the NAWG channel using optimum decoding can be written

as

(7.11)

The corresponding bound for the AWG channel with optimum decoding is

(7.12)

We can rewrite the random coding bound we obtained [ section 5.4.2 1for

p-phase decoding using the same constellation over the NAWG channel as

[ ]

n

Pe 1
- < 3
IMI (1- p')(~) (1 +P')(¥)

(7.13)

Equation 7.13 holds when the number of uses of the constellation, n, forming

the signal, is large and when the constellation signal to noise ratio, a~, satisfies

the condition
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where

a = sec (~) .

The bound in equation 7.11 approaches 2nr asymptotically as ike becomes

large; the bound in equation 7.12 approaches (l)".

We let

and write equation 7.13 as

Pc [jnIMI < 3 EO •

In the following table we tabulate the value of Qe,min and EO corresponding to

different values of p,

Table 7.1

The variation of EO with p

for equal energy signals

P ike,min EO

4 1.37 0.87
8 2.18 0.65
12 2.55 0.58
16 2.79 0.55

We notice that EO converges to 0.50 as p increases. When p = 8, EO is 30

percent off this asymptotic value and when p = 16, it is 10 percent off.
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Signals with complex correlation

The random coding bound we derived for equal energy signals with complex

complex correlation [equation 4.3.1] over the NAWG channel and using optimum

decoding was given by

(7.14)

In this equation (Xc is the constellation signal to noise ratio, 1M I is the number

of messages, and FR(r), the probability distribution function of the magnitude

of the complex correlation r is given by

The corresponding expression for signalling over the AWG channel using op

timum decoding is

(7.15)

We plot the logarithm of the bound against (Xc for equation 7.14 and equation

7.15 on the following page. We fix the number of uses of the constellation used to

form the signal, n and vary (Xc To achieve reliable results in computing equation

7.14 we used the IMSL routines DTWODQ, DBSJO and DBSJl. The relative

error in the computed values is less than one per cent. We were unable to
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compute the corresponding expression for p-phase decoding. This was because

the computational effort required was beyond the resources available to us.
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Random Coding Bound
Fixed Magnitude, Uniform Phase Signals

• A - NAWG Channel, Optimum decoding, n = 10

• B - NAWG Channel, Optimum decoding, n = 20

• C - AWG Channel, Optimum decoding, n = 10

• D - AWG Channel, Optimum decoding, n = 20
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Random coding bound for equa.l ener~J signa.ls
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7.4.2 Unequal energy signals

We have examined random coding using unequal energy signals over the NAWG

channel with optimum decoding [ section 4.3.3]. We derive a bound on the

expected probability of error for this signalling scheme in appendix A [section

A.3]. We can simplify this bound and write

where

EO = max
0«<1.0<6<a~-1 {

1 +20 - 20Ell }
(1 + 0 - OE)2 ' 1 + E2 ' 1 +~ .

1+6

(7.16)

In the above equation a; is the mean energy in a constellation signal divided

by four times the power spectral density of the Gaussian noise in the channel.

Equation 7.16 holds for large n [ section 4.3.3].

The corresponding bound for the case of p-phase decoding for the NAWG

channel can be written as [section 5.4.3 , section A.3]

where

EO = max
(,6

< 5E~,

{
1 + 20 - 20E 1 I}

(
1±a2 + 6_6()2 , 1 + E2 ' 1 +~

2a a 1+6
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in which the maximization is over the following regions for E and 0 :

1
- > E > 0
a

In the following table we present the variation of Eo with a; for the optimum

decoder, the 4-phase decoder and the 8-phase decoder.

Table 7.2

The variation of fa with SNR

for unequal energy signals

a 2 EO Eo Eoe

p=4 p=8 Opt.Dec.
10.0 0.69 0.61 0.61
20.0 0.68 0.56 0.56
50.0 0.67 0.54 0.52
100 0.66 0.53 0.51

7.5 Performance simulations

In this section we examine the performance of some of the machines we proposed

as encoders for the AAWG channel in Chapter 6. We simulate our communi-

cation scheme using a p phase decoder, for values of p equal to 4 and 8. The

programs written for this purpose are included in Appendix C. The program

"mkmch.f' creates a data file "machdata" that contains the details of the partie-

ular FSM encoder. The program "sim.f" reads the file "machdata" and simulates
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the performance of the scheme for this machine. We specify the sequence length

of data considered, the phase shift introduced by the channel and the SNR per

source bit of the signals. We plot the logarithm of the bit error rate against the

SNR per bit, for each machine and for different phase shifts of the channel.

The first machine we examine is shown in Fig.7.1 on the following page. The

details of this machine are specified in section 6.3.2

The second machine we simulate is shown in Fig.7.2 on the following page.

below. This is the same machine we examined in section 6.3.3

For both these machines, we present the results of simulations for channel

phase shifts of 0, 15, and 30 degrees. We consider both 4 phase decoders and 8

phase decoders.

On the same graphs we also plot the performance of the same machines over

the AWG channel with optimum decoding ( that is the same as 1 phase decoding

with a channel phase shift of 0 degrees ). The graphs present the variation of

the logarithm to base 10 of the bit error rate with the SNR per bit.

We also present the performance of the comparable Wei machines discussed

in section 6.3 on the same graphs ( these being the machines whose performance

we expect to be closest to the RD and LF machines we have simulated).

We can observe that the p phase decoders perform very well and when p =8

the performance with any channel phase shift seems to be almost the same as
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that when the channel phase shift is zero. When the phase shifts are those

corresponding to the AAWG channel, that is multiples of 90 degrees, we find

that the performance of the 4 phase decoder is exactly as expected; better than

the corresponding Wei codes. This leads us to view our performance measure

developed in Chapter 6 with confidence.
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Figure 7.4

RD Encoder
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Figure 7.5

LF Encoder.
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Simulation Results, RD and RI codes

• A - RD code, 4-phase decoding, () = 30 degrees

• B - RD code, 4-phase decoding, () = 15 degrees

• C - RD code, 4-phase decoding, () = 0 degrees

• D - RD code, 4-phase decoding, () = 22.5 degrees

• E - RD code, 8-phase decoding, () = 22.5 degrees

• F - RD code, 8-phase decoding, () = 30 degrees

• G - RD code, 8-phase decoding, () = 15 degrees

• H - RD code, 8-phase decoding, () = 0 degrees

• 1- RI code at () = 0 degrees
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Simulation results, RD and RI codes
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Simulation Results, LF and RI codes

• A - LF code, 4-phase decoding, 0 = 30 degrees

• B - LF code, 4-phase decoding, 0 = 15 degrees

• C - LF code, 4-phase decoding, 0 = 0 degrees

• D - LF code, 4-phase decoding, 0 = 22.5 degrees

• E - LF code, 8-phase decoding, 0 = 22.5 degrees

• F - LF code, 8-phase decoding, 0 = 30 degrees

• G - LF code, 8-phase decoding, 0 = 15 degrees

• H - LF code, 8-phase decoding, 0 = 0 degrees

• I - RI code at 0 = 0 degrees
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Simuiation resuits, LF and RI codes
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and suggestions

for fu ture research

We have investigated the problem of coding for the Phase Ambiguous Ad

ditive White Gaussian Channel in this dissertation. We considered two

models for the phase shift introduced by the channel, these models result

ing in the AAWG and NAWG channels.

We proposed a suboptimum decoding scheme for the Phase Ambigu

ous AWG channel. This suboptimum scheme is implementable, unlike the

optimum decoder for the NAWG or AAWG channel.

Our analysis of the block coding model for communicating over the

NAWG channel showed us that we can approach the performance of the

optimum decoder quite rapidly as we increase the number of phases in
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our decoder. We observed that with 8-phase decoding the performance is

almost optimum. Further, our results show that this performance is close

to that of the AWG channel with optimum decoding.

Our suboptimum decoding scheme, when used with appropriate TCM

codes, was found to be a solution to the problem of reference phase er

rors when signalling over the AWG channel. We demonstrated an alter

native to the scheme currently in use for this purpose, RI or Wei codes,

and showed that under similar constraints we can often have better per

formance. Our scheme did not require differential encoding and decoding,

unlike RI schemes. We also showed that when a sufficient number of phases

are used in our suboptimum scheme, a phase locked loop is unnecessary.

An area that could be investigated in future work is the use of our p

phase decoder for AWG channels where the phase ambiguity has a different

form. By keeping track of the manner in which the metrics computed by

the different phases of our decoder vary, a feedback scheme that allows

phase tracking may be possible. Such a feedback scheme could adjust the

phase angles used by the p phases of our decoder in such a manner as to

focus in more closely on the phase estimate for the channel phase shift.

Using our p-phase scheme within a RI scheme, disposing of the PLL,
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but retaining the differential encoding and decoding, can also be investi

gated. Effectively this would result in a pk phase decoder for the NAWG

channel, where k is the number of phases in the signal set underlying the

constellation used.

The construction of RD and LF codes deserves much more attention.

In this dissertation heuristic approaches were used that varied according

to the number of states in the encoder and the constellation size. A more

general scheme for constructing these codes is needed. A related problem

is the search for constellations having good Euclidean distance properties

under a set of phase shifts.
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Appendix A

Random coding bounds

A.I

In this section we derive the bound used in section 4.3.3. We examine

random coding for the NAWG channel using unequal energy signals using

the optimum decoder for equal energy signals. From section 4.3.3 we have

the bound on the expected probability of error as

Defining bo by

(A.1)
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we can then write

The expression for bo is hard to simplify further. Our approach is to

bound bo by changing the exponent on e. Let 0 > 0 then

is greater than or equal to zero when

Using the above, we can,for 0 > 0, bound bo by

Bounding

(2 1: ( 1~ 12 ,...., .t~ 1\ I'" /2 + 'X 12'U lJ ~l -.hI .h21J - .A2 I 1 )
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by unity we can then bound 60 by

61 + Pr {{IX11
2 -IXI .tx2 1 > o}

n{-20(IXI 1
2 -IXI •tX 2 1) + IX2 1

2 -lx1 1
2 > o}},

where we define 61 by

b1 = E [u(IXI 12 -IXI .tx2 1) e - (2No(1+6) (IX1 1
2
-IXI .tX 2 1)) ] .

We can now write

'.Mf~ 1 ~ b1 + 62 + Pr{ {IX1 1
2 -IXI .tx21 > o}

n{-20(IXI 1
2 -IXI •tX21) + IX2 1

2 -IX1 1
2 > o}}. (A.2)

Examining the third term in equation A.2 we bound the probability of

the intersection of two events by the probability of one of the events. Thus

Pr {{IX I 1
2 -IXI dX2 1 > o]

n{-20(IXI 1
2 -IXI •tX21) + IX2 1

2 -IXl I
2 > o}}

~ Pr {IX2 1
2 + 20lXI .tx21 2: (1+ 20) IX1 1

2
} •

Taking 0 ::; e ~ 1 we can express the above as the sum of probabilities

of disjoint events by
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n{IXI .tX:.1 ;::: EIXI 1
2
}}

+ Pr {{ IX21
2 + 20lXI .tx21 ;::: (1 + 20) IX1 1

2
}

n{IXI •tx21 < EIXI 1
2
}} ,

which can then be bounded, selecting one of the events in the first

probability term and rewriting the second, by

Let bs and b. be the first and second terms of the above expression. We

then have the following bound on the expected probability of error:

A.I.I Bound on bl

We set /3 = 1/2No(1 +0) and rewrite bl as

bl = E ru(IX1 12 - IXIdX21) e - (/3 (IXl 12- IXI.tX21))1'
l J
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which may be written as an expectation of a conditional expectation as

b1 = E[E [u(IX 112 -IXI •tX21) e - (/3 (IX11
2
-IXI •

tX21)) /Xl=Xl]]'

(A.4)

Let Z be defined by

Then a little algebra shows that Z is Rayleigh distributed with mean

V1r/2. We can then write equation AA as

b1 = E [E [u(IX112 - J.LIX1IZ) e - (/3 (Ix11
2

- J.LIX1IZ)) /X1=X1]] -

E [J.¥ z e - (13 (lx, I' - J"lx,lz)) e - (~z') dz fX'='] . (A.S)

Given k > 0 and a> 0 we have [result 6] the result

where Il:] is defined by
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We now set a = IXll/p., k = {Jap.2 and rewrite equation A.5 as

We now use equation A.6 to rewrite the terms within braces as

e - (pa'!") [1 _e - Oa' - ka)

+ {Jap.2 e - ({JQ2p.2(1 - {Jp.2/2))v'21r~;~:r2] . (A.7)

Now when a - {Jap.2 > 0 we can write

and when a - {3ap.2 ~ 0 we can write

Substituting these in A.7 we have the bound

+ u(1 - (3p.2) [y'2; ,Bap.2 e - (a
2p.2{3(1 - {3p.2 /2}}]

+ u({Jp.2 -1) [y'1r/2{3ap.2 e - (a;)] . (A.B)
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We observe that the first term in equation A.8 corresponds to the case

of low SNR whereas the second term corresponds to high SNR.

The bound on b1 can now be written as

b
1

s E [ e - ({3a2J.L2) foCI z e ({3CXJ.L2 z) e - (lZ2)dZ/X 1
=X

1
]

= E [ e- (Pr:R;') J.v"i.?- ze (PVr:R;'p.z) e- Oz') dZ]

< E [ e - (E.lli
2

{3) + e - (E Ri /2J.L
2
) + u(l- {3J.L2)..;2;{3J.LVE.lli2

. e - (E.lli2{3(1 - pJ.L2/2)) ]

+ E [U(PP.' - 1)"'''/2pp.v'I: R;' e - (r::"'l (A.9)

where R; are lID Rayleigh random variables with mean J.LV1r /2 and

u(.) is a unit step function starting at o. Now if R; have this distribution

we have [result 7] that when "Y > -1/2J.L

and [result 8]
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We also have

E[VLRl e - bEi::l Rn]

< Pr{LR; :5t} + E [L~2 e - b~Rl)]

- Pr{LRl:5 t} + n(E [R2e - bR2)]) (E [e - b R2)])n-l

Using [result 91 we have

= El!n =
en - 1! 2p 'J

(2nJL2)n .

We use these results to rewrite equation A.9 giving a bound on b1 as

(A.to)

Denoting this bound by t1 we have b1 :5 t 1•

A.l.2 Bound on b3

We have

(A.H)
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Writing this in terms of a conditional expectation we have

Defining Z in the same manner as in the last section we then have

b3 = E [pr {z ~ ;IX11 /X 1=X1 } ]

= E [ e - (2~:IlxlI2) /X
1
=X

1
]

= (E [e- (2~:1 R2)]) n ,

where R is Rayleigh with mean P,V1r/2. We then use [result 7] to write

i« = b3 = (1 ~ e2 ) n

A.l.3 Bound on b2

(A.12)

The bound t2 on b2 follows immediately from equation A.12 since all that

it is required is to set e = 1. We have
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A.l.4 Bound on b4

We have

We rewrite equation A.14 as

(A.14)

where Rlc,i are lID Rayleigh random variables with mean p.J1r/2. We

then use a Chernoff bound to bound bo4 • This gives us

t > b = ("';1 + 28 - 28E)2n
4 - 4 8 _ 8E .

We then have

where each of the terms tI, t 2 1ts and t o4 has been evaluated.

A.2

(A.IS)

In this section 'we derive the bound quoted in section 5.4.1. We examine

random coding for the NA\VG channel using equal energy signals and our
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p- phase decoder. The bound we needed to evaluate in section 5.4.1 was

[
( 3) ]_ _la 2 ~ _ 2"p R

Pe 2 1+.. p 1+.. 2 2
(IMI-l)) ~ E u(Po - R)e ( ,) + u(R - Po) • (A.16)

where R is the random variable that p transforms to when the signals used

for message 1 and 2 are randomly selected according to the rule specified

in section 5.4.1. Thus

We consider the cases of n even and odd separately.

n even; n = 2k

In this case the distribution of R is given by

2(-2
1 )21: ( k

2_k
J
. ) ij=I,2 ... ,k

(i) 2k ( 2; ) i i = 0
o ; elsewhere

Equation A.16 may be written

where
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We can then write the bound on the expected probability of error as

where io is defined by

kpo ~ io > kpo - 1 .

We can now bound the two terms on the right hand side of equation

A.IS separately. Let
A:

Cl - E IIR(i /k),
;=;0

and

C2 - t e - (bp a
2 (J: - t))nRU/k).

;=0

Bound on Cl

Let {Zi ; i = 1,2, ... , 2k} be lID random variables that take the values 0

and 1 equiprobably. We can then write

and then use a Chernoff bound to bound Cl' This gives us
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where

and

, _10
P - k

Bound on C2

We have

This can be written as

(~) U-l,8-l:-io(1 + ,8)2l: Pr {k s t, z; s k + io},
where {Zd are lID with

,8 1
ITz· (1) = -- . ITz. (0) =--

• 1+,8" 1+,8

( II 00')
,8 = e T .

Let

then if e = 1 equation A.20 reduces to
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We can write

Pr {k :5 t. z, :5 k + io}

:5 pr{fzi :5k+io}.
1=1

We now use a Chernoff bound to bound

Pr{f z, :5 k + iO} .
1=1

This gives us

pr{k:5f Zi :5k+io} :5
1=1

(

I )U2f3H:f-

only if
I

f3 > l+p .
- I-p'

We have now bounded both Cl and C2' We thus have the bound

[ ]

B

Fe 1

(1M/-I)) < 2 (1- p/)~(1+ p/)¥

+2[u. (1+ p: _ f3) (1 +~ ) B

1- p 2f3¥ J

I ]B1
Il+p 1

+u. f3---I 1 ' 1 I ,

( 1- p) ,(1- p')'T-(l + p')'¥ J
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where

in which the integer io is defined by

kpo ~ io > kpo - 1 ,

and

We next examine the case

n odd; n = 2k + 1

In this case the distribution of R is given by

Equation A.16 may be written

j i = 1,2 ... ,k

; elsewhere

where
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We can then write the bound on the expected probability of error as

where io is defined by

(2k + 1)po ~ 2io + 1 > (2k + 1)po - 1 .

(A.24)

We can now bound the two terms on the right hand side of equation

A.24 separately. Let

_ ~ JI (2i+1)
Cl ~ R 2k + 1 '

1=10

and

;0 _ (b 0.2 (2;0+1 _ 2;+1)) (2i + 1)
C2 - L e P 2k+l 2k+ 1 JIR •

;=0 2k + 1

Bound on Cl

Let {Zi j i = 1,2, ... , 2k} be lID random variables that take the values 0

and 1 equiprobably. We can then write

{

2k+l }
Cl = 2 Pr 2k + 1 ~ t; Zi ~ k + io + 1

(2k+l 1
= 2 Pr 1L z, ~ k + io + 1 ~ ,

\ i=l )
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and then use a Chernoff bound to bound Cl. This gives us

where

and

, _ 2io -1
p - 2k+ 1 .

Bound on C2

We have

This can be written as

(1)2k {2k+l }2 ,8-k-;0-1(1 + ,8)21:+1 Pr k + 1 ~. ~ Zi ~ k + io + 1 ,

where {Zd are liD with

(A.25)

(A.26)

,8
TIZi (1) = 1 +,8

and

1
TIZi (0) = 1 + ,8

(
2b a2)

e ~.
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Let

{ ~+l }
E2k+l = Pr k + 1 :5 ~ Zi :5 k + ;'0 + 1 .

1=1

then if E = 1, equation A.26 reduces to

( )

2k+l
1+,8

!±L2,8 :I

We can write

(A.27)

{ 2k+l }
Pr k + 1:5 ~ s, < k + ;'0 + 1 {

2k+l }
:5 Pr ~ Zi :5 k + ;'0+ 1 .

1=1

We now use a Chernoff bound to bound

{

2k+l }
Pr < [; z, :5 k + io + 1 .

This gives us

. {2k }Pr k + 1 :5 [; Zi :5 k + ;'0 + 1 <

(
, )2k+l2,8!:Tf-

only if

1 ' 1

,8>
+p+;:;

- '2 •1-p --n

We have now bounded both Cl and C2. We thus have the bound
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(IMI-l)) [ ]

n

< 2 1
1-,' .!±L

(1 - p') :I (1 + p') :I

+2[U (1 + p: + ; -,0) (1 + ~) n

I-p - n 2,o¥

[ ]
n]1 + p' + ~ 1

+u ,0 - I 2 I "

( 1- P - .) (1 _ l)"?-(1 +l)'¥

where

I 2io -1
p = 2k+ 1

in which the integer io is defined by

(2k + l)po ~ 230 + 1 > (2k + l)po - 1 •

A.3

(A.28)

In this section we derive the bound used in section 5.4.2. We examine

random coding for the NAWG channel using unequal energy signals and

using the p phase decoder. The p phase decoder we examine ignores the

energy term of the signals and is hence the p phase decoder for equal energy

signals. The operation of the decoder is governed by equation 5.27 From

section 5.4.2 we have the bound on the expected probability of error as
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We let a = ap and define bo by

(A.29)

and b2 by

allowing us to write,

It is hard to simplify the expression for boo Our approach is to bound

bo by changing the exponent on f. Let 0 > O. Then

is greater than or equal to zero when

Using the above we can.for S > 0, bound bo by
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E [u(lX11
2- alX1 ·CX:z!)u(20(IXI12 - a\X1 ·'X:z!) - a21X21

2+ IXI1
2

) •

. e - (2Noll+6) (IX11
2- alX1 .eX:z!))

+ u(IX11
2- alXl ·'X:Z!)U(-2o(\XI1

2- alXl .eX:z!) + a21X21
2-IXI1

2
) ] .

Bounding

by unity we can then bound bo by

bl + Pr {{IXI I2 - alXl ·'X21 > o}

n{-2o(IXI I
2

- alXl .eX:z!) + a21X
2 1

2 -IXI I
2 > O}},

where we define bI by

We can now write

'.Mf~ 1 ::; bI + b2 + Pr {{IX11

2
- alXl ·'X21 > o]

n{-26(IXl I2 - a!Xl ·'X2 D+ a2!X2!2 -IXl I2 > O}} . (A.30)
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Examining the third term in equation A.3D we bound the probability of

the intersection of two events by the probability of one of the events. Thus

Taking D :$ E :$ 1 we can express the above as the sum of probabilities

of disjoint events by

which can then be bounded, selecting the first event in the first proba-

bility term and rewriting the second, by

(A sn\.n..u J
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Let

1 + 26 - 26ae
a2

Then 8' is positive when

- 1 + 8' .

8 > a
2

-1 j e < -a
1 = cos (~p) .

2{1- ae)

We select 8 and e so that 6' is greater than zero. Let b3 and b4 be the

first and second terms of the equation A.3!. We then have the following

bound on the expected probability of error:

A.3.! Bound on b1

We set f3 = 1/2No{1 + 6) and rewrite b1 as

which may be written as an expectation of a conditional expectation as

s, = E[E [u(lX l l2 - alXI etX21) e - (f3 (IXlI
2

- alXI etX21)) fX1=X
1]]

•

(A.32)

Let Z be defined by
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Then we can show that Z is Rayleigh distributed with mean J7r/2. We

can then write equation A.32 as

bl = E[E [u(IXlI2 - ~alxlIZ) e - (fJ (IXl I2 - ~alxlIZ)) /X1=Xl]] -

E [J.~ z e - (P (lx,I' - I'lx,lz)) e - Oz') dz iX'=><'] . (A.33)

Given k > 0 and a > 0, we have [result 61 the result

where It."/ is defined by

We now set Q = IXIIIJLa, k = fJQJL2 a2 and rewrite equation A.33 as

We now use equation A.34 to rewrite the terms within braces as
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e - ({Ja.2p.2 a2) [1 _ e - aa.
2

- ka)

+ Ra.,,2a2 e - ({Ja.2p.2a2(1 - {Jp.2a2/2)) ~Ia-fJa~'JQ'J]
[J ,.. V ~7r, -fJa~'JQ'J .

Now when a - {Ja.p.2a2 > 0 we can write

and when a. - {Jap.2a2 $ 0 we can write

Substituting these in A.35 we have the bound

(A.35)

+u(1 - {Jp.2a2) [y'2; ,Ba.p.2a2 e - (0.2p.2a2{J(1 - {Jp.2a2 /2)) ]

+ U(,Bp.2a2 -1) [V7r/ 2 {J a.p.2a2 e - (~'J)] . (A.36)

We observe that the first term in equation A.36 corresponds to the case

of 10v/ SNR whereas the second term corresponds to high SNR.

The bound on b1 can now be written as
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(A.37)

[
- (fJERt2

)l~ (fJJERt
2p.az)

- (!Z2) ]= E e z e e 2 dz
o

:5 E [ e - (E Rt2fJ) _ e - (ERt2/2p.2a2)

+ u(1 - fJp.2a2)~ fJp.aVE Rt2

. e - (E Rt2fJ(1 - fJp.2 a2/2))1

[ - (~)]+ E U(fJp.2a2 - 1)J1r/2 fJp,aVE Rt2 e 2 ,

where R; are lID Rayleigh random variables with mean p,J1r /2 and u

is a unit step function starting at o. Now if R; have this distribution we

have [result 7] that when "y > -1/21-£

and [result 8]
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We also have

E[VLRl e - (')'Ei=1 Rn]
< Pr{2:Ri s I} + E [LRi e- bERn]

_ Pr{LRi s I} + n(E [R2 e- bR 2
) ]) (E [e - b R2)]) n- l

Using [result 9] we have

Pr{LRi s I} = f~n =
en-l/2~2

(2nJL2)n •

We use these results to rewrite equation A.37 giving a bound on b1 as

(A.38)

Denoting this bound by tl we have b1 ~ t1•

A.3.2 Bound on b3

We have

(A.39)
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Writing this in terms of a conditional expectation we have

Defining Z in the same manner as in the last section we then have

bs = E [pr {z ~ ;IX11/Xl=Xl}]

= E [ e - U;2IXlI
2

) /Xl=Xl]

= (E [e - (2~2R2)1) n ,

where R is Rayleigh with mean P,V1r/2. We then use [result 71 to write

t« = bs = (_l_)n
1 + £2 •

A.3.3 Bound on b2

(A.40)

The bound t2 on b2 follows immediately from equation A.12 since all that

it is required is to set £ = ~. We have
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A.3.4 Bound on b4

We have

{
2 (1 + 20

a-2
25m) IX lI

2} •b. = Pr IX21 ~

We rewrite equation A.42 as

b = Pr {ERi. - (1 + 25 - 20€a) ER2 . > o}
• .- a2 1._ - ,

(A.42)

where Rlc,i are lID Rayleigh random variables with mean p,J1r/2. We

then use a Chernoff bound to bound b•• This gives us

( )

2R
b oJl + 20 - 20fat > -.. - • - (li:2

) + (6~6€)

We then have

where each of the terms tl, t2, ts and t.. has been evaluated.
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Appendix B

Results used in derivations

In this appendix we present certain standard results that we have used in

our derivations, both in the body of the dissertation and in Appendix A.

B.l Result 1

H N 1 and N 2 are lID, zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables,

then

is Rayleigh distributed with mean ~.
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B.2 Result 2

If R is Rayleigh distributed with mean p.{f. then the distribution of R is

given by

and

B.3 Result 3

- ~ e - (;;:1) . r > 0
p,2 ' - ,

If N is a zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variable, then

B.4 Result 6

e-!a:l(rl:h)
VI + k2

; a, k > 0

For a positive,
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B.5 Result 7

If R is a Rayleigh distributed random variable with mean IL, and "y is non

negative, then

B.6 Result 8

1

If R is a Rayleigh distributed random variable with mean IL, and "Y is non

negative, then

B.7 Result 9

If 14 are lID Rayleigh distributed random variables with mean p" then a

Chernoff bound can be used to bound

n_-L
e ~
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Appendix C

Computer Programs

In this appendix we include the computer programs, written in FORTRAN,

that were used for the simulations. The program "mkmch.f" creates a

data file "machdata" containing the parameters of the FSM encoder. The

program "sim.f" reads "machdata" and simulates the performance of the

scheme for various channel phase shifts and noise levels.
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c program sim.f

c objective - simulate the behaviour of the suboptimum decoding

+ scheme proposed as part of the work on the noncoherent additive

+ Gaussian channel
c····················································· .

real sigjkc,sigjks,nxtsigc,nxtsigs,d2,dm2,theta,q,newmet,met,ze

+ ,zs,sigc,sigs,rsigc,rsigs,nc,ns,pi2,alpha,zcshft,zsshft,cshft,

+ sshft, faetor,minmet

integer idata,i3,i4,i5,i6,nestdata,connect,datalength

integer nxtst.stsz.ndata.numloc.numpar,window.state.statenow,

+ prevstate,n,m,l,i,k,j,indata,datjk,errcount,estdata,decdata

+ ,seqlength,numang,mdata,iangle,estiangle,eststate,iseed,nr

external RNNOR,RNSET,RNUND

parameter (stsz=4,numloe=2,numpar=2,window» IOO,ndata=4,numang= I)

dimension nxtst(stsz,ndata),nxtsigc(stsz,ndata,numloc)

+ ,nxtsigs(stsz,ndata,numloc),datjk(stsz,stsz,numpar)

+ ,prevstate(stsz,numang),dm2(stsz,stsz,numang),

+ newmet(stsz,numang),met(stsz,numang),connect(stsz,stsz)

+ ,sigjkc(stsz,stsz,numpar,numloc),sigjks(stsz,stsz,numpar,numloc)

\ + .indata(window),mdata(stsz,stsz,numang),zc(numloc),zs(numloe)
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+ ,estdata(stsz,window,numang),sigc(numloc),sigs(numloc),

+ rsigc(numloc),zcshft(numloc),zsshft(numloc)

+ ,nestdata(stsz,window,numang)

+ , rsigs(numloc),nc(numloc),ns(numloc)

c ••••••••• display some parameters .

writer",·)'numang='.numang,' window=' ,window

c····················································· .
c machine parameters need to be read in at this point

data errcount,nrjO,l j

c reading machine specs from file - "machdata"

open(unit=7,file='machdata')

c

c

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

read connection matrix - connect(j,k)

do j=l,stsz

do k=l,stsz

read(7,55) connect(j,k)

enddo

enddo

55 format(il)
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c read sigjk

do j=I,stsz

do k=I,stsz

if (connect(j,k).eq.l) then

do n= I,numpar

do 1=1,numloc

read(7 ,100) sigjkc(j,k,n,l),sigjks(j.k,n,l)

enddo

enddo

endif

enddo

enddo

c read nxtsig

do j=I,stsz

do k=Lndata

do 1=I.numloc

read(7.200) nxtsigc(j.k.I).nxtsigs(j,k,l)

enddo

enddo

enddo
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c read nxtst

do j=l,stsz

do k=1.ndata

read(7,300) nxtst(j,k)

enddo

enddo

c read datjk

do j=l,stsz

do k=l,stsz

if (connect(j,k).eq.l) then

do 1=1,numpar

read(7,400) datjk(j,k,l)

enddo

endif

enddo

enddo

c

close(unit=7)

100 formate 2f4.1)

200 format (2f4.1)
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300

400

c

c

format(iJ)

format(il)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

initialize

do i3= l,numang

do i4= Lstsz

met(i4,i3)=0.0

enddo

enddo

c initialize estdata.nestdata

do i3= l,stsz

do i4=I,window

do i2=I,numang

estdata(iJ,i4,i2)=1

nestdata(i3 ,i4 ,i2)= 1

enddo

enddo

enddo

c initialize indata ( )

do j=l,window

indataU>=1

enddo
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

write(*,.) , input theta in degrees {channel phase shift} ,

read(·,.) theta

write(· ,·)'input datalength'

read(.,*) datalength

write(·,*) 'input the noise factor'

read(·,*) factor

theta=theta"'(atan( 1.0)/45.0)

c····················································· .
c set the initial state

state=1

iseed= 123457

call RNSET(iseed)

c

c

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
cycle through over a length equal to seqlength

do seqlength=l,datalength

do l=window,2,-1

indata(l)=indata(l-1 )

enddo

c set input to a random number

call RNUND(nr.ndata.idata)

indata( 1)=idata

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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c compute next state as "state" and current state as "statenow"

statenowestate

state=nxtst(statenow,indata(1»

c •••••• compute the output signal··..••

do j=l,numloc

sigc(j)=nxtsigc(statenow,indata( I),D

sigs(j)=nxtsigs(statenow,indata(1),j)

enddo

c now rotate the signal by the angle theta

c-costtneta)

seslnttheta)

do j =I,numloc

rsigc(j)=c·sigc(j)-s·sigs(j)

rsigs(j)=s·sigc(j)+C·sigs(j)

enddo

c now add gaussian noise

call RNNOR(numloc,nc)

call RNNOR(numloc,ns)

do j=l,numloc

zc(j )=rsigc(j )+nc(j)*factor

zs(j)=rsigs(j)+ns(j)·factor

enddo
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c····················································· .
c computing the closest signal on state transition jk

c and the corresponding d2 term

pi2=8.0·atan( 1.0)

alpha=pi2/numang

c········ determine the most appropriate contribution to the

c metric computation and the most appropriate data

c on each state transition and decoder angle

do iangle= I ,numang

angleerealfianglevalpha)

cshft= cos(angle)

sshft= sin(angle)

do i1=I,numloc

zcshft(i I )=cshft·zc(i1 )-sshft·zs(i I)

zsshft(i1 )=sshft·zc(i I )+cshft·zs(i I)

enddo

do j=l,stsz

do k=l,stsz

dm2(j,k,iangle)=100000.0

do 1= 1.nurnpar

d2=0.0

do i=l,numloc

d2=d2+(zcshft(i)-sigjkcU,k,i,i»**2.0
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c

c

c

d2=d2+(zsshft(i)-sigjks(j,k,l,i»"2.0

enddo

writel" ,·)'d2=' ,d2

if (d2.LT.dm2(j,k,iangle» then

dm2(j ,k,iangle)=d2

mdata(j .k.iangle)=datjk(j,k,l)

endif

writer",·)'dm2=',dm2(j,k,iangle)

enddo

enddo

enddo

enddo

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

c

c

fixing the newmetric and the previous state and also the

estimated data

do iangle=1,numang

do j=l,stsz

newmet(j,iangle)=10000.0

do k=l,stsz

c write(·,·)'dm2=',dm2(k,j,iangle)

q=met(k,iangle)+dm2(k,j ,iangle)

if (q.LT.newmet(j,iangle» then

newmet(j .iangle)=q
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t

c

c

c

c

prevstate(j,iangle)=k

endif

enddo

enddo

enddo

output of the above block is newmet(j,iangle)

and prevstate(j,iangle),( forall j)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

now make the metric changes and estimate data

do iangle= l,numang

do j=l,stsz

met(j,iangle)= newmet(j,iangle)

enddo

enddo

do ianglee l.numang

do j=l,stsz

do l=window,2,-1

nestdata(j .l.iangle)=estdata(prevstate(j ,iangle),l-l,iangle)

enddo

nestdata(j,I ,iangle)=mdata(prevstate(j,iangle),j,iangle)

enddo

enddo

do iangle= t ,n umang

do j=l .stsz
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do k=I, window

estdata(j,k,iangle)=nestdata(j,k,iangle)

enddo

enddo

enddo

c

c estimate the data at the beginning of the window

r= I0000.0

do iangle= Lnumang

do j=I,stsz

if (met(j,iangle).LT.r) then

r=met(j .Iangle)

eststatee]

estiangle=iangle

endif

enddo

enddo

c •••• specify minmet and adjust Metrics •••••

minmet = r

do iangle = Lnumang

do j=l.stsz

mettj.ianglejemeuj.Iangle) - minmet

enddo

enddo
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c •••••• count errors in estimation •••••

decdata "" estdata (eststate,window,estiangle)

if (seqlength.GT.window) then

if (indata{window).NE.decdata) then

errcount=errcount+1

endif

endif

enddo

write(· ,.) errcount.seqlength-window.eststate.estiangle

stop

end
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c program mkmch.f

c date 12/05/1989

c This program creates a finite state machine encoder

c

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

integer j ,k,l,n,nurnpar,numloc .stsz.ndata.dat]k,is igj k, inx tsig

+,numsig,connect

real nxtsigc,nxtsigs,sigjkc,sigjks,alpha

parameter (stsz=4,ndata=4,numpar=2,numloc=2)

dimension sigjkc(stsz,stsz,numpar,numloc),sigjks(stsz,stsz

+,numpar,numloc),nxtsigc(stsz,ndata,numloc),nxtsigs(stsz,

+ndata,numloc),nxtst(stsz,ndata),datjk(stsz,stsz,numpar)

+,isigjk(stsz,stsz,numpar,numloc),inxtsig(stsz.ndata,numloc)

+,connect(stsz,stsz)

writet",.)' input numsig

read(*,.) numsig

alpha =( 8.0· atan( l.O»/numsig

open(unit=7,file='machdata',status='new'.access-'sequential')
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c read connect

do j=I,stsz

do k=Lstsz

write(*,*) 'input connect state.state'.j.k

read(*,*) connect(j,k)

write(7,50) connect(j,k)

enddo

enddo

c234567 read sigjk

do j=I,stsz

do k=I,stsz

if (connect(j,k).EQ.l) then

do n= I,numpar

do 1= I.numloc

write(*,*) 'input isigjk: state;state;parnum;locnum

+ j,k,n,l

read(* ,*) isigjk(j,k,n,I)

sigjkc(j,k,D,I)= cos( alpha * isigjk(j,k,n,l»

sigjks(j,k,D,I)= sin( alpha * isigjk(j,k,n,l»

write(7 ,I 00) sigjkc(j,k,n,I),sigjks(j,k,D,I)
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write(*,*) sigjkcU,k,n,I),sigjks(j,k,n,l)

enddo

enddo

endif

enddo

enddo

c read nxtsig

do j=l,stsz

do k=I,ndata

do I=l,numloc

write(*,*)'input inxtsig :state;data;location'.j ,k,l

read(*:) inxtsig(j,k,l)

nxtsigctj.k.l)« cos(alpha*inxtsig(j,k,l»

nxtsigs(j,k,l)= sin(alpha*inxtsigU,k,l»

write(7,200) nxtsigc(j,k.l),nxtsigs(j ,k,I)

enddo
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enddo

enddo

c read nxtst

do j=l,stsz

do k= l,ndata

write(* ,*)'input nxtst: state.data " j,k

read(*,*) nxtst(j,k)

write(7,300) nxtst(j,k)

enddo

enddo

c read datjk

do j=l,stsz

do k=J .stsz

if (connect(j,k).EQ.l) then

do l=l,numpar

write(*,*)'input datjk: state;state;parnum',j,k.l
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read(*.*) datjk(j,k.l)

write(7.400) datjkU,k,l)

enddo

endif

enddo

enddo

50 format(il)

100 format(2f4.1)

200 format(2f4.1)

300 format(il)

400 format(il)

closetuuite?; status='keep')

stop

end
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